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Abstract: Two graph theoretic concepts—clique and bipartite graphs—are explored to identify the
network biomarkers for cancer at the gene network level. The rationale is that a group of genes
work together by forming a cluster or a clique-like structures to initiate a cancer. After initiation,
the disease signal goes to the next group of genes related to the second stage of a cancer, which can be
represented as a bipartite graph. In other words, bipartite graphs represent the cross-talk among the
genes between two disease stages. To prove this hypothesis, gene expression values for three cancers—
breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA), colorectal adenocarcinoma (COAD) and glioblastoma multiforme
(GBM)—are used for analysis. First, a co-expression gene network is generated with highly correlated
gene pairs with a Pearson correlation coefficient ≥ 0.9. Second, clique structures of all sizes are isolated
from the co-expression network. Then combining these cliques, three different biomarker modules
are developed—maximal clique-like modules, 2-clique-1-bipartite modules, and 3-clique-2-bipartite
modules. The list of biomarker genes discovered from these network modules are validated as the
essential genes for causing a cancer in terms of network properties and survival analysis. This list
of biomarker genes will help biologists to design wet lab experiments for further elucidating the
complex mechanism of cancer.

Keywords: bipartite graph; clique; network biomarker; Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC); gene
co-expression network

1. Introduction

The present work is motivated by the prospective applications of protein-protein interaction (PPI)
networks to diseases and other dynamic processes. Ideker and Sharan [1] enumerated four different
applications of protein networks to diseases: i) identifying new disease genes, ii) studying the network
properties of disease genes, iii) classifying diseases based on protein network, and iv) identifying
disease-related subnetworks. Genome-wide PPI networks come with rich information about the
dynamic processes such as the behavior of genetic networks in response to DNA damage [2] and
exposure to arsenic [3], the prediction of protein function [4], genetic interaction [5], protein subcellular
localization [6–11], the process of aging [12], and protein network biomarkers [13–15].

One of the widely used methods for elucidating biomarkers for diseases is through protein-protein
interaction (PPI) or gene co-expression networks based on “guilt by association” concept. In a gene
co-expression network, nodes represent the genes and edges represent the connection between genes
due to significantly similar expression patterns over different samples. Several methods exist for
inferring edges in gene networks. Pearson correlation is one of the most common co-expression
measures employed in various studies [16,17]. Another common method, Mutual Information (MI) [18]
is an information theoretic measure for measuring nonlinear relationship between genes or other
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variables. A threshold is applied after constructing the co-expression network to retain the most
biologically significant correlations between genes.

The main purpose of analyzing gene co-expression networks is to identify the biologically
significant modules consist of groups of genes with dense interactions. Usually, highly connected groups
have a higher within-group homogeneity and can be considered as biologically significant modules
performing a common task, such as shared regulatory inputs or functional pathways. Clustering is
a popular method for finding relevant modules from gene co-expression networks. Weighted Gene
Correlation Network Analysis (WGCNA) is the most widely used package for module finding [19]
which applies hierarchical clustering to find modules. It applies a soft threshold during construction of
a gene co-expression network. Several researchers have identified key differentially expressed genes
associated with different cancers, such as breast, cervical, colon, esophageal, osteosarcoma and ovarian
cancers [20–26], using WGCNA.

Lui et al. [27] used differential entropy technique to identify key genes in diabetes using rat’s
time-series gene expression data from case and control samples. Guan et al. [28], developed a prediction
model using Bayes discriminant method to predict the prognosis of hepatocellular carcinoma based on
gene co-expression network.

Graph theoretic methods are also applied for analysis of gene co-expression networks. Shi et.al. [29],
proposed an algorithm named Iterative clique enumeration technique (ICE) to discover relatively
independent maximal cliques for breast cancer on GEO dataset and found some highly correlated
modules that may indicate the tumor grades. Similarly, Perkins et al. used spectral graph theory on
Homo sapiens and Saccharomyces cerevisiae microarray data for clustering at various thresholds [30].
Zhang et al. [31], discovered the top five hub genes for bladder cancer using the centrality analysis method.

None of the previous studies used clique and bipartite combination to identify the biologically
significant modules. The main goal of this paper is to explore the existence of clique-bipartite-like
network modules in actual gene network for cancer. Mondal et al. [32] showed that clique-like
structures and bipartite graphs could be the building blocks for disease progression, Figure 2 in [32].
The rationale is that a group of proteins or genes work together by forming a network (a clique-like
structure) to accomplish a specific function, which could be related to a disease stage [32] and bipartite
structure represents the cross-talk among genes between two disease stages.

In this study, gene co-expression network was constructed using highly correlated gene pairs
with PCC ≥ 0.9. Three network modules—maximal clique-like graph, 2-clique-1-bipartite graph,
and 3-clique-2-bipartite graph—are identified. Finally, the effectiveness of the key genes discovered
from these network modules was validated using pathway and survival analyses.

2. Results

Three different types of cancers—breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA), colorectal adenocarcinoma
(COAD), and glioblastoma multiforme (GBM)—are considered in the present study to identify network
biomarkers. Gene correlation networks based on gene expression profiles of BRCA (20,155 genes for
1093 samples), COAD (19,828 genes for 379 samples), and GBM (19,660 genes for 153 samples) are
developed with highly correlated gene pairs (PCC≥ 0.9). From these networks, three types of gene network
modules, considered as network biomarkers, are isolated: i) Single clique-like module based on maximal
cliques named as “maximal clique-like” module, ii) clique-bipartite-like modules with two cliques and
one bipartite graph named as “2-clique-1-bipartite” modules, which are discovered based on two cliques
connected with maximum number of inter-clique connections, and iii) clique-bipartite-like modules with
three cliques (A, B, C) and two bipartite graphs (A-B and B-C) named as “3-clique-2-bipartite” modules,
which are discovered based on two bipartite graphs having relatively more edges compare to others.

This section is organized in following subsections: Section 2.1—results with the topology
of gene co-expression networks; Section 2.2—results with cliques and maximal clique-like
modules; Section 2.3—results with 2-clique-1-bipartite modules; and Section 2.4—results with
3-clique-2-bipartite modules.
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2.1. Topology of Gene Co-Expression Networks

Table 1 shows the topology of gene co-expression networks for three cancers—BRCA, COAD,
and GBM—generated using gene pairs with PCC ≥ 0.9. The network for COAD is the largest and
densest composed of 607 genes and 3651 interactions with an average degree of 12. The network for
BRCA is the smallest composed of 380 genes and 1034 interactions, which is a sparse network with an
average degree of 5.4. The network for GBM is the sparsest with an average degree of 4.9.

Table 1. Topology of gene co-expression network with PCC > 0.9.

Cancer Name # Of Genes # Of Edges Max Degree Min Degree Avg Degree

BRCA 380 1034 39 1 5.4

COAD 607 3651 75 1 12.0

GBM 506 1243 49 1 4.9

2.2. Cliques and Maximal Clique-Like Modules

NetworkX [33], a python package, was used to discover cliques of all possible sizes. The total
number of cliques are 209, 1535, and 322 for BRCA, COAD, and GBM, respectively. The size of cliques
and the corresponding number of cliques (frequency) for each cancer are presented in Supplementary
Table S1. It is clear from this table that small-sized cliques (3-node, 4-node, etc.) appear more than the
cliques of larger size, as expected. The gene co-expression networks for BRCA, COAD, and GBM have
3, 10, and 6 maximal cliques with 17, 19, and 11 genes, respectively, Supplementary Table S1.

For a particular cancer, most of the genes in maximal cliques are in common, Supplementary
Table S2. Thus, it is better to combine the maximal cliques for a cancer to have a single maximal
clique-like module for further analysis. The maximal clique-like modules for three cancers—BRCA,
COAD, and GBM—are shown in Supplementary Figure S1. Finally, the maximal clique-like modules
have 19, 30, and 14 genes for BRCA, COAD, and GBM, respectively, as shown in Table 2. Based on these
modules, COAD and GBM cancers share six genes—CD4, HCK, ITGB2, LAIR1, LAPTM5, and SPI1.
However, BRCA does not share any genes with the other two cancers. It can be concluded from the
maximal clique-like modules that BRCA cancer has a unique behavior which is different from COAD
and GBM, whereas COAD and GBM might have some common characteristics.

Table 2. List of genes in maximal clique-like modules for three Cancers—BRCA, COAD, and GBM.

Cancer List of Genes in Maximal Clique-Like Modules

BRCA CD2, CD247, CD3D, CD3E, CD5, CD96, CXCR3, IL2RG, LCK, LY9, PTPN7, SH2D1A, SIRPG, SIT1,
SLA2, SLAMF1, SLAMF6, TBX21, UBASH3A

COAD
C1QB, C1QC, C3AR1, CD300A, CD4, CD53, CD86, CLEC7A, CSF1R, CYBB, CYTH4, DOK2,

FCER1G, FPR3, HAVCR2, HCK, ITGB2, LAIR1, LAPTM5, LILRB1, LILRB4, LRRC25, MS4A4A,
PDCD1LG2, SIGLEC7, SIGLEC9, SLAMF8, SPI1, TFEC, TYROBP

GBM ALOX5, CD4, FERMT3, HCK, ITGB2, LAIR1, LAPTM5, NCKAP1L, PTPN6, SASH3, SPI1, STXBP2,
VAV1, WAS

2.3. 2-Clique-1-Bipartite Modules

Figure 1 shows clique-bipartite-like modules composed of two cliques and one bipartite graph for
BRCA, COAD, and GBM. The nodes in two cliques are represented by yellow (Clique-1) and gray (Clique-2)
colors. Intra-clique connections are blue and inter-clique connections, forming a bipartite graph, are red.
In identifying clique-to-clique connections, it is made sure that the two cliques do not have any gene in
common. Finding the interconnected cliques is a combinatorial problem. Usually, cliques or cluster of
genes representing different stages of a disease are more likely to have cross-talks or interconnections
between two cliques. Bipartite graphs between genes of two stages represent the cross-talks. This study
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focuses on identifying cliques with maximal connections (cross-talks) only. There are 59, 145, and 44 edges
that are connecting two cliques in Figure 1a–c, which are the highest in three respective cancers.Data 2019, 4, 81 4 of 12 
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Figure 1. Clique-bipartite-like modules with maximal interconnections between two cliques. (a) BRCA;
(b) COAD; and (c) GBM. Nodes in Clique-1 are yellow and nodes in Clique-2 are grey colored.
Intra-clique connections are blue and inter-clique connections (a bipartite graph) are red.

Table 3 shows the list of genes discovered from these clique-bipartite-like modules. Based on these
modules, COAD and GBM cancers share many genes in common. The common genes—in clique1 for
both cancers are HCK, ITGB2, LAIR1, and LRRC25, and for clique2 are CD4, CD53, LILRB1, NCKAP1L,
and SPI1. LAPTM5 is the only common gene between clique1 of GBM and clique2 of COAD. On the
other hand, BRCA does not share any gene in common. It can be concluded from 2-clique-1-bipartite
modules that BRCA cancer has unique behavior, which is different from COAD and GBM cancers,
whereas COAD and GBM might have some common characteristics.

Table 3. List of genes in 2-clique-1-bipartite modules.

BRCA COAD GBM

Clique1

CCL5, CD2, CD247,
CD3D, CD3E, CXCR3,
GZMA, IL2RG, SIRPG,

SLA2, TBX21

C1QB, C1QC, C3AR1, CD163, CLEC7A,
CMKLR1, CSF1R, FPR3, HCK, ITGB2,

LAIR1, LILRB2, LRRC25, SIGLEC7,
SLAMF8, TLR8

CD68, FERMT3, HCK,
ITGB2, LAIR1, LAPTM5,

LRRC25, SIGLEC9

Clique2

BTLA, ITK, LY9,
PYHIN1, SH2D1A,
SLAMF1, SLAMF6,

TRAT1, ZNF831

CD4, CD53, CD86, CYBB, CYTH4, DOCK2,
DOK2, LAPTM5, LCP2, LILRB1,

NCKAP1L, SLA, SPI1

CD4, CD53, LILRB4,
NCKAP1L, PTPN6,
SASH3, SPI1, VAV1

2.4. 3-Clique-2-Bipartite Modules

The top three modules of 3-clique-2-bipartite from each cancer are considered for further analysis.
Table 4 summarizes these modules in terms of clique size and the number of inter-clique connections.
For example, BRCA-Module1 consists of three cliques of 13, seven, and four genes connected by two
bipartite graphs of 56 and 13 connections.

Table 4. Summary statistics of 3-clique-2-bipartite modules.

Clique-A Clique-B Clique-C Connections A-B Connections B-C

BRCA-Module1 13 7 4 56 13

BRCA-Module2 11 7 4 35 10

BRCA-Module3 8 6 6 8 18

COAD-Module1 16 14 7 85 53

COAD-Module2 16 14 6 111 51

COAD-Module3 16 12 7 69 40

GBM-Module1 9 9 5 30 19

GBM-Module2 9 7 6 22 23

GBM-Module3 9 7 4 36 14
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Figure 2 shows the top three 3-clique-2Clique-2-bipartite modules for BRCA. Modules for COAD
and GBM are shown in Figure S2. The nodes in three cliques are represented by yellow (clique-A),
grey (clique-B) and orange (clique-C) colors. Intra-clique edges are colored blue and inter-clique edges
are colored red.
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Figure 2. Top three 3-clique-2-bipartite modules for BRCA. Yellow nodes: Clique-A, gray nodes:
Clique-B, Orange nodes: Clique-C. Blue: Intra-clique edges, Red: Inter-clique edges. (a) Cliques A, B,
and C have 13, 7, and 4 nodes respectively. There are 56 connecting edges between cliques A and B
and 13 connecting edges between cliques B and C.; (b) Cliques A, B, and C have 11, 7, and 4 nodes
respectively. There are 35 connecting edges between cliques A and B and 10 connecting edges between
cliques B and C.; (c) Cliques A, B, and C have 8, 6, and 6 nodes respectively. There are 8 connecting
edges between cliques A and B and 18 connecting edges between cliques B and C.

The complete lists of genes that are present in each of the top three 3-clique-2-bipartite modules
for BRCA, COAD, and GBM are presented in Supplementary Table S3. Observation of these list reveals
that there are many genes in common in three modules of a particular cancer. Table 5 shows the
combined list—44, 48, and 32 genes for BRCA, COAD, and GBM respectively. Three cancers share four
genes—CD53, DOCK2, IKZF1, and NCKAP1L. Other than these four genes, BRCA and COAD share
three more genes—ITK, PTPRC, and TBC1D10C; COAD and GBM share 10 more genes—ARHGAP30,
CD4, CD86, CSF1R, HCK, ITGB2, LAIR1, LAPTM5, SASH3, and SPI; and BRCA and GBM do not share
any more genes. Thus, BRCA and COAD share a total of seven genes; COAD and GBM share a total of
14 genes; and BRCA and GBM share only four genes. Again, based on 3-clique-bipapartite modules,
COAD and GBM shares many genes, which means that they might have some common cause for
cancer development. These lists of common genes might provide better insight from lab experiments.

Table 5. Combined list of genes from top three 3-clique-2 bipartite modules.

List of Genes

BRCA-Modules

ACAP1, CCL5, CD2, CD247, CD3D, CD3E, CD3G, CD5, CD53, CD96, CXCR3, CXCR6,
DOCK2, EVI2B, FYB, GZMA, GZMM, IKZF1, IL2RG, ITK, LCP2, LY9, NCKAP1L, PLEK,
PRF1, PRKCB, PTPRC, PTPRCAP, PYHIN1, S1PR4, SH2D1A, SIRPG, SIT1, SLA2, SLAMF1,

SLAMF6, SPN, TBC1D10C, TBX21, THEMIS, TRAT1, UBASH3A, ZAP70, ZNF831

COAD-Modules

APBB1IP, ARHGAP30, ARHGAP9, BTK, C3AR1, CD163, CD4, CD53, CD84, CD86,
CLEC7A, CSF1R, CYBB, CYTH4, DOCK10, DOCK2, FPR3, HAVCR2, HCK, HCLS1, IKZF1,

IL10RA, ITGAL, ITGB2, ITK, KLHL6, LAIR1, LAPTM5, LILRB1, LILRB4, LRRC25,
MAP4K1, MNDA, MYO1G, NCKAP1L, PIK3R5, PTPRC, RASAL3, SASH3, SIGLEC7,

SIGLEC9, SIRPB2, SLA, SLAMF8, SPI1, TBC1D10C, TRAF3IP3, WAS

GBM-Modules
ARHGAP30, ARL11, C1QA, C1QB, C1QC, CD33, CD4, CD53, CD68, CD86, CSF1R,

DOCK2, DOCK8, FCER1G, FCGR3A, FERMT3, HCK, IKZF1, ITGB2, LAIR1, LAPTM5,
MYO1F, NCF4, NCKAP1L, PLCG2, SASH3, SPI1, STXBP2, SYK, TYROBP, VAMP8, VAV1

3. Discussion

This section discusses the validation of key genes related to three cancers—BRCA, COAD,
and GBM—discovered from three network modules—maximal clique-like modules, 2-clique-1-bipartite
modules, and 3-clique-2-bipartite modules. First, since the key genes are discovered via network
modules, this paper used a network-based app, CytoHubba [34] for validation. The app, CytoHubba,
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is capable of ranking genes in a network using 12 different graph-theoretic algorithms. The reason
for using CytoHubba is that it produces successful results in predicting essential proteins from the
yeast protein-protein interaction network [34]. Similarly, in a cancer gene co-expression network,
the genes that cause cancer can be thought of as the essential genes for causing that cancer and most
likely will have the similar network properties as essential proteins in PPI network. Second, a survival
analysis is conducted to show the effectiveness of the key genes discovered using network modules.
Finally, pathway and GO term enrichment analyses are conducted for the key genes.

3.1. Validation Using CytoHubba

Figure 3 shows the validation process using two validation metrics—Top 20 genes and Top
50 genes—developed using CytoHubba. The original or base gene network (network created with PCC
≥ 0.9) are analyzed using 12 scoring methods—betweenness, bottleneck, closeness, clustering coefficient
(CC), degree, density of maximum neighborhood component (DMNC), eccentricity (EcC), edge
percolated component (EPC), maximal clique centrality (MCC), maximum neighborhood component
(MNC), radiality, and stress—of CytoHubba to create the list of genes as the benchmark for validation.
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Metric-1 (Top-20 Genes): First, Top-20 genes are taken from each of the 12 scoring methods.
Then, the genes that appear in two or more scoring methods are considered as the benchmark for
validation. The benchmarks for BRCA, COAD, and GBM cancers consist of 41, 53, and 42 genes,
respectively, see Supplementary Table S4.

Metric-2 (Top-50 Genes): Similarly, Top-50 genes are taken from each of the 12 scoring methods.
Then, the genes that appear in two or more scoring methods are considered as the benchmark for
validation. The benchmarks for BRCA, COAD, and GBM cancers consist of 92, 130, and 99 genes
respectively, see Supplementary Table S4.

Table 6 shows the number of key genes obtained by combining the unique genes from three
modules and the number of these key genes validated by metric-1 and metric-2. For example, 47 key
genes were discovered from three network modules of BRCA. These 47 key genes were then compared
with the benchmark genes in metric-1 and metric-2. Out of 47 key genes, 26 and 45 genes were
found to be common in metric-1 and metric-2, respectively. This validation supports that the list of
genes discovered using three modules—maximal clique-like modules, 2-clique-1-bipartite modules,
and 3-clique-2-bipartite modules—are essential genes for causing a cancer. This also supports the
proposed hypotheses that there exist clique-like and clique-bipartite-like structures, which can be
considered as network biomarkers for cancers.
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Table 6. Summary of validation.

Dataset. Key Genes
Keys Genes Common with

Metric-1 Metric-2

BRCA 47 26 45

COAD 61 23 53

GBM 38 25 36

3.2. Survival Analysis

Cox proportional hazard regression [35], a semi-parametric method was used for calculating the
Cox coefficients of the key genes (Supplemental Table S5). It can adjust survival rate estimation to
quantify the effect to predictor variables, which are key genes in the present study. The clinical data
of cancer patients (obtained from TCGA) were divided into two equal groups such that each group
had the same ratio of dead and alive. One of the groups were used as training set for calculation
of Cox coefficients of the key genes. Then, the prognostic risk of each patient in the test set was
calculated based on the expression values of key genes using the gene expression grade index (GGI) [36].
The following equation calculates the risk:

GGIRiskScore =
∑

xi −
∑

yi

where, xi and yi are the expression level of genes with positive and negative cox coefficient.
According to GGI risk score, patients in the test were divided into two groups, as high and low

risk groups. The patients with a top 50% GGI risk score are in the high-risk group and others are in the
low-risk group. Then a log-rank test was performed to see if there are significant difference in the real
survival risks between the two groups.

The survival analysis of key genes of three cancers is shown in Figure 4. It is clear from this figure
that the key genes of BRCA, COAD, and GBM are capable of distinguishing between cancer patients in
terms of survival in the respective cancers. The log rank p-values between high-risk and low-risk groups
were 0.0411, 0.0100, and 0.0171. Log-rank p-values below 0.05 means there is a significant difference
between the two groups in consideration. The hazard ratios between high-risk groups and low-risk
groups are 1.6478, 2.1627, and 1.6569 for cancer patients of BRCA, COAD, and GBM. This means,
for example, high-risk groups of COAD patients are 2.1627 more likely to die than low-risk patients.
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and in orange for the high-risk group. The shaded blue and orange regions around their respective
lines indicate the confidence interval. The y-axis is the probability of survival and the x-axis is the
duration in days.
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3.3. Pathway and Gene Ontology Enrichment of Key Genes

The pathway and Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analyses are also performed for validation
of key genes (List of key genes can be found in Supplementary Table S5). Pathway analysis was
performed in ReactomeFIViz [37], a Cytoscape app. The false discovery rate (FDR) was calculated
based on P-values using Benjamini–Hochberg method. The top ten pathways enriched in three
cancers were compared. The pathways enriched in at least two cancers is listed in Supplementary
Table S6. TCR signaling in -ve CD4+ T cells is enriched in all three cancers. There are five other
pathways- Neutrophil degranulation, Osteoclast differentiation, Staphylococcus aureus infection,
Natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity and Fc gamma R-mediated phagocytosis are enriched in
both COAD and GBM. This may be due to genes in common between COAD and GBM in maximal
clique-like modules and 2-clique-1 bipartite modules. BRCA showed unique behavior in both modules.
In 3-clique-2-bipartite module, BRCA had three genes in common with other two cancers and three
more in common with COAD. The pathway T cell receptor signaling pathway is the only pathway
enriched in both BRCA and GBM. In all three modules, COAD and GBM shared the same number
genes. This is further observed in the enriched pathways they share in common.

A Cytoscape app, BiNGO [38] was used for GO enrichment analysis in three categories- biological
process (BP), cellular component (CC), and molecular function (MF). BiNGO uses the Benjamini and
Hochberg (false discovery rate) statistical method for multiple testing correction. The top ten enriched
GO terms in three cancers were compared. GO terms common in at least two cancers are listed in
Supplementary Table S7.

The biological processes enriched in all three cancers are Immune system process, regulation of
immune system process, positive regulation of immune system, and T cell activation. Three more biological
processes are enriched in both BRCA and GBM, and two more are in COAD and GBM. Most of the common
enriched BPs are related to immune system. It is an accepted fact that immune cells have the ability to
influence cancer [39]. This is another validation of the key genes discovered in the present study.

There are five cellular components enriched in all three cancers—plasma membrane, plasma
membrane part, integral to plasma membrane, intrinsic to plasma membrane, and receptor complex.
The dysregulation of the structural integrity of plasma membrane or its domain is known to promote
oncogenic signaling [40]. Three other pathways—T cell receptor complex, membrane, and cell
surface—are enriched in at least two of three cancers.

The three molecular functions enriched in all three cancers are molecular transducer activity, signal
transducer activity, and protein binding. Two other molecular functions—GTPase regulatory activity
and nucleoside-triphosphatase regulator activity—are enriched in COAD and GBM while receptor
activity and non-membrane spanning protein tyrosine kinase are enriched in BRCA and COAD.

3.4. Future Direction

This study discovers key genes related to cancers from gene co-expression networks. There are
three epigenetic factors that drive the cancer via gene expression of cancer genes, which are: i) DNA
methylation, ii) histone modification, and iii) miRNA dysregulation. Future study will be conducted to
determine how these three epigenetic factors are related to the genes discovered in this study. A study
will be conducted for further analysis of the clique-like disease progression to identify the core clique,
which could be a clique of three or more genes, for initiating a cancer utilizing the information from
three epigenetic factors. Finally, we will explore how the core clique expands to a maximal clique-like
structure in the final stage of a cancer.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Dataset Preparation

Gene expression data for BRCA, COAD, and GBM are obtained from LinkedOmics [41].
The datasets consist of gene expression values of 20155 genes for 1093 samples, 19,828 genes for
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379 samples, and 19,660 genes for 153 samples, respectively, for BRCA, COAD, and GBM as mentioned
in Table 7. In these datasets, all samples are cancer patients.

Table 7. Summary of gene expression data for BRCA, COAD, and GBM.

Cancer No of Genes No of Samples Reduced no of Genes

Breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA) 20,155 1093 16,011

Colorectal adenocarcinoma (COAD) 19,828 379 15,769

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) 19,660 153 16,186

The missing values were imputed using the fancyimpute package in Python employing the
k-nearest neighbors algorithm. The number of genes in the reduced datasets are 16,011, 15,769,
and 16,186, respectively, for BRCA, COAD, and GBM. For the present study, highly correlated positive
gene pairs, PCC ≥ 0.9 in each cancer are considered for creating the base networks for further analysis.

4.2. Method to Identify Clique and Clique-Bipartite-Like Modules

To discover the cluster of genes or cliques and how they are connected to each other by
forming bipartite graphs, Python package NetworkX [33] is used. First, list of cliques with
different sizes are discovered. Then, using the list of cliques and the original network (network
created with PCC ≥ 0.9), three types of gene network modules, considered as network biomarkers,
are discovered—i) maximal clique-like modules, ii) 2-clique-1Clique-1-bipartite modules, and iii)
3-clique-2Clique-2-bipartite modules.

Maximal clique-like module: The discovered cliques are organized in a list based on their size
and frequency of occurrence. From the sorted list, the size and number of maximal (largest) cliques in
each cancer are found and then combined together to get the maximal clique-like module. This process
generates a single maximal clique-like module for each cancer.

2-Clique-1-bipartite module: These are clique-bipartite-like modules with two cliques and one
bipartite graph, which are discovered based on two cliques connected with maximum number of
inter-clique connections.

3-Clique-2-bipartite module: With the list of cliques and the original network (network created
with PCC ≥ 0.9), a list of three connected cliques A, B, and C is generated in a way such that clique
A is connected to clique B and clique B is connected to clique C, but cliques A, B, and C do not have
any common genes. This process takes longer than usual because of the high number of cliques and
the problem is combinatorial in nature. Every combination of three cliques is being checked to see
whether it fulfills the condition. These modules are identified by first sorting the list by number of
edges connecting cliques A and B and then sorting by number of edges connecting cliques B and C.
It is observed that if one of the edge-count (between cliques A and B) has the highest value then the
other edge-count (between cliques B and C) has very low value. Finally, from the sorted list, structures
having both the edge-counts higher than others are selected as the possible network modules for a
cancer. The top three structures from each cancer are considered for further analysis.

5. Conclusions

This paper used two graph theoretic concepts—clique and bipartite graphs—to identify the network
biomarkers for cancer from gene co-expression networks developed with highly correlated gene pairs.
The gene expression profiles of three cancers—BRCA, COAD, and GBM—are considered for experiment.
Results show that three types of network modules—maximal clique-like, 2-clique-1-bipartite,
and 3-clique-2-bipartite graphs—derived using the simple graph theoretic concepts clique and bipartite
graph are capable of representing cancer dynamics at the gene network level. The combined list of
genes from three network modules for a particular cancer are validated with the benchmark developed
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from a network-based tools CytoHubba. The effectiveness of the key genes is also validated by survival
and pathway analyses.

The discovered gene network modules provide a short list of genes related to cancer that can be
used by the biologist to design wet lab experiment for further elucidation of the complex mechanism
of cancer.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2306-5729/4/2/81/s1;
Figure S1. Maximal clique-like modules; Figure S2. Top three 3-clique-2-bipartite modules for COAD and GBM;
Table S1. Frequency of cliques according to sizes; Table S2. List of genes in maximal cliques; Table S3. List of
genes for top three 3-clique-2-bipartite modules; Table S4. List of benchmark genes in top-20 and top-50 metrics;
Table S5. List of genes combining three network modules; Table S6. Enriched pathways with key genes; Table S7.
GO term enrichment analysis.
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Abstract: Background: Long non-coding RNA plays a vital role in changing the expression profiles
of various target genes that lead to cancer development. Thus, identifying prognostic lncRNAs
related to different cancers might help in developing cancer therapy. Method: To discover the critical
lncRNAs that can identify the origin of different cancers, we propose the use of the state-of-the-art
deep learning algorithm concrete autoencoder (CAE) in an unsupervised setting, which efficiently
identifies a subset of the most informative features. However, CAE does not identify reproducible
features in different runs due to its stochastic nature. We thus propose a multi-run CAE (mrCAE)
to identify a stable set of features to address this issue. The assumption is that a feature appearing
in multiple runs carries more meaningful information about the data under consideration. The
genome-wide lncRNA expression profiles of 12 different types of cancers, with a total of 4768 samples
available in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), were analyzed to discover the key lncRNAs. The
lncRNAs identified by multiple runs of CAE were added to a final list of key lncRNAs that are capable
of identifying 12 different cancers. Results: Our results showed that mrCAE performs better in feature
selection than single-run CAE, standard autoencoder (AE), and other state-of-the-art feature selection
techniques. This study revealed a set of top-ranking 128 lncRNAs that could identify the origin
of 12 different cancers with an accuracy of 95%. Survival analysis showed that 76 of 128 lncRNAs
have the prognostic capability to differentiate high- and low-risk groups of patients with different
cancers. Conclusion: The proposed mrCAE, which selects actual features, outperformed the AE even
though it selects the latent or pseudo-features. By selecting actual features instead of pseudo-features,
mrCAE can be valuable for precision medicine. The identified prognostic lncRNAs can be further
studied to develop therapies for different cancers.

Keywords: autoencoder; concrete autoencoder; deep learning; feature selection; lncRNA; mrCAE

1. Introduction

Recent studies have shown that long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), which are longer
than 200 nucleotides, play key roles in tumorigenesis [1–3]. lncRNAs also have key func-
tions in transcriptional, post-transcriptional, and epigenetic gene regulation [4]. Schmitt
and Chang discussed the impact of lncRNA in cancer pathways [5]. Hanahan and Weinberg
described the involvement of lncRNAs in six hallmarks of cancer such as proliferation,
growth suppression, motility, immortality, angiogenesis, and viability [6].

Hoadley et al. showed that cell-of-origin patterns dominate the molecular classification
of tumors available in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) [7]. Their analysis used copy
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number, mutation, DNA methylation, RPPA protein, mRNA, and miRNA expression.
However, they did not consider another important molecular signature of cancer: lncRNA
expression. This work motivated us to investigate the importance of lncRNAs in identifying
different types of cancer. We hypothesized that there should be a shortlist of salient
features or important lncRNAs with prognostic capability that could dictate the origin of
multiple cancers.

In general, feature selection is worthwhile when the whole set of features is difficult to
collect or expensive to generate [8]. For example, in TCGA, the lncRNA expression profile
dataset contains more than 12,000 features (lncRNAs) for 33 different cancers, and it is
expensive to generate these data.

Standard dimension reduction methods, such as principal component analysis (PCA) [9]
and autoencoders [10], can generate a greatly reduced set of latent features. However, these
latent features are not the original features but functional combinations of the original
features. Identifying original features increases the explainability of results and allows one to
perform biological interpretation when diagnosing various deadly diseases, such as cancers.
Recently, a few deep learning-based feature selection methods showed improvement in
selecting original features in both supervised and unsupervised settings [8,11–13].

In our previous study [14], we showed that a deep learning-based unsupervised
feature selection algorithm CAE [8] performed better in feature selection, especially in
selecting a small number of features, compared to state-of-the-art supervised feature se-
lection methods such as least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [15],
random forest (RF) [16], and support vector machine with recursive feature elimination
(SVM–RFE) [17]. However, the study was only based on the expression profiles of cancer pa-
tients. Questions remained unanswered regarding (a) whether the identified lncRNAs were
cancer-specific or organ-specific, (b) which set to use as the final feature set given that CAE
produces a different set of features in different runs, (c) whether the identified lncRNAs
have prognostic capability, and (d) the validation method of the identified lncRNAs.

In this paper, to address question (a), we analyzed data from 12 cancers, with a normal
to cancer sample ratio of at least 1:10. To address question (b), we ran CAE multiple times,
with a fixed number of features to be selected in each run and the most frequently appearing
features in multiple runs taken as the final set of features. To address question (c), survival
analysis was performed to show that the identified features have prognostic capability.
To address question (d), we checked the existence of identified lncRNAs in experimental
works of literature, drug–lncRNA networks, and cancer hallmarks.

The contributions of this study are as follows: (1) the development of an optimal and
stable feature selection framework, mrCAE; (2) the discovery of an optimal and stable
set of 128 lncRNAs capable of identifying the origin of organs for 12 different cancers
with an accuracy of 95%; (3) the demonstration that the lncRNAs identified using mrCAE
from the expression profiles of cancer patients are truly cancer-specific, not organ-specific;
(4) the survival or prognostic analysis of discovered lncRNAs; and (5) the validation
of identified features, lncRNAs, with existing literature, drug–lncRNA networks, and
hallmark lncRNAs.

2. Results

The lncRNA expression profiles of 12 cancers were analyzed with the goal of identify-
ing the key lncRNAs using mrCAE. First, we showed that the features selected by CAE
were truly cancer-specific, not organ-specific. Second, we showed the stochastic nature of
CAE in selecting equally significant different sets of features in different runs. Third, we
showed that mrCAE performed better than the single-run CAE and other state-of-the-art
feature selection methods (LASSO, RF, SVM–RFE, MCFS, and UDFS). Fourth, we deter-
mined a stable set of lncRNAs that not only could stratify 12 different cancer types but also
had the highest number of lncRNAs with prognostic behavior.
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2.1. Features Selected from Tumor Tissues Are Cancer-Specific Not Organ-Specific

To check that the features selected by CAE from the lncRNA expression profiles
of cancer samples were truly cancer-specific, not organ-specific, we separately ran CAE
on tumor and normal samples to identify two sets of 80 features (lncRNAs). Figure 1a
shows only five commons between 80 tumor and 80 normal features, which evidenced that
75 out of 80 features were unique to both tumor and normal tissues. It is clear from the
t-SNE plots of Figure 1b,c that the tumor and normal features could distinctively cluster
12 tumor tissues and corresponding normal tissues, respectively. However, when we
cross-validated the t-SNE plot of tumor tissues using normal features (Figure 1d) and the
t-SNE plot of normal tissues using tumor features Figure 1e, we found no distinct clusters
for 12 tumor and corresponding normal tissues. Supplementary 2 shows similar results
for the 40-feature and 60-feature scenarios. These experiments proved that the features
derived from tumor samples were truly cancer-specific, not organ-specific.
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2.2. CAE Produces Different Sets of Significant Features in Different Runs

Though CAE selects a subset of the most significant features from a given dataset,
it produces different sets of significant features in different runs due to its stochastic
nature [8]. To show the stochastic nature of CAE, three sets of 60 features were selected
for the experiment. Figure 2 shows the (a) Venn diagram, (b) classification accuracy of
12 cancer types, (c) mean squared error (MSE) of reconstructing original feature space, and
(d) t-SNE plots of clustering 12 different types of cancer samples using three sets of features.

Figure 2 presents evidence that the CAE selected different sets of most informative
features in different runs. This observation motivated us to hypothesize that a feature
appearing in multiple runs of CAE (mrCAE) carries the most meaningful information for a
given dataset.
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2.3. Comparison of mrCAE with Existing Feature Selection Approaches

Before comparing mrCAE with the existing feature selection approaches, we evaluated
the performance of a single-run CAE with a different number of selected features, which
guided us regarding how many features we had to select for comparison. In Figure 3a, it
is noticeable that even with a smaller number of only ten features, the average accuracy
of CAE was close to 85%. There was a sharp increase in average accuracy (91%) with
20 features, followed by a slight increase (92% accuracy) with up to 60 features. Then, the
curve reached a plateau. This figure suggests that selecting 40 features (before starting
plateau) while using different algorithms is a good choice for comparison.
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Selection of 40 Features from mrCAE: CAE was run 100 times to select 100 features
in each run. Over 100 runs, it selected a total of 534 unique features. The frequency of
appearing these features in 100 runs ranged between 1 and 98. The 40 most frequent
features, the top 40 features from the sorted list in descending order based on frequency,
were used to measure the performance of mrCAE.
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Figure 3b shows the classification performance when using the sets of 40 lncRNAs
selected from the LASSO, RF, SVM–RFE, MCFS, UDFS, AE, CAE, and mrCAE feature
selection algorithms. It is clear that mrCAE performed better than any other feature
selection approaches in accuracy, recall, precision, and F1 score.

2.4. mrCAE to Select a Stable Set of Features

mrCAE Systems: To identify a unique and stable set of lncRNAs that not only can
distinguish between 12 different cancer types but also have the highest number of features
with prognostic behavior, we designed mrCAE systems with 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and
120 runs. In each of the single runs of an mrCAE system, 100 lncRNAs were selected.
Table 1 shows the summary statistics of mrCAE systems, including the total number of
unique lncRNAs selected and the maximum frequency of an lncRNA appearing in each
mrCAE system. The minimum frequency was 1 for all the different mrCAE systems. As
shown in Table 1, a total of 223 unique lncRNAs (combined list of 10 sets of 100 lncRNAs)
were selected by the 10-run mrCAE system, and the frequency of an lncRNA appearing
in multiple runs ranged between 1 and 10. Similarly, a total of 575 unique lncRNAs were
selected by the 120-run mrCAE system, and the frequency of an lncRNA appearing in
multiple runs ranged between 1 and 117.

Table 1. Summary statistics of mrCAE systems in selecting lncRNAs.

mrCAE Total LncRNAs Min Frequency Max Frequency

10-run mrCAE 223 1 10

20-run mrCAE 313 1 20

40-run mrCAE 400 1 40

60-run mrCAE 464 1 60

80-run mrCAE 499 1 80

100-run mrCAE 534 1 98

120-run mrCAE 575 1 117

Frequent and Stable Features: Features appearing more than once in mrCAE system
were considered frequent features. Features with higher frequencies were considered
stable features.

The Top Frequent Features: The top frequent features, for example, Top-10 features in
any mrCAE system, were the first ten features from the combined list sorted in descending
order based on frequency. To identify a stable set of lncRNAs, we selected the top features
from each of the seven mrCAE systems in six different categories: Top-10, Top-20, Top-40,
Top-60, Top-80, and Top-100. Table 2 shows the ranges of frequency for the top features
in six different categories. It is noticeable that the most frequent feature appeared in
10, 20, 40, 60, and 80 runs in the cases of 10-, 20-, 40-, 60- and 80-run mrCAE systems,
respectively, but the trend was not maintained for 100- and 120-run systems. In other
words, the most frequent feature appeared in each run of each mrCAE system except for
the 100-run and 120-run systems, for which it (most frequent feature) appeared in 98 and
117 runs, respectively. It can be concluded that for the given lncRNA expression profile
dataset of 12 cancers, the mrCAE system with 100 or more runs could not produce the most
frequent features in each run. Thus, a 100-run mrCAE can be considered to be the optimal
configuration for this dataset, and the results from 120-run mrCAE were not considered for
subsequent analyses.
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Table 2. Ranges of frequency for the top features in six categories.

Ranges of Frequency

mrCAE Top-10 Top-20 Top-40 Top-60 Top-80 Top-100

10-run mrCAE (10–10) (9–10) (6–10) (4–10) (3–10) (2–10)

20-run mrCAE (19–20) (15–20) (11–20) (8–20) (5–20) (4–20)

40-run mrCAE (36–40) (29–40) (22–40) (15–40) (11–40) (8—40)

60-run mrCAE (53–60) (44–60) (31–60) (21–60) (16–60) (13–60)

80-run mrCAE (69–80) (60–80) (42–80) (28–80) (22—80) (17–80)

100-run mrCAE (84–98) (74–98) (53–98) (35–98) (27–98) (21–98)

120-run mrCAE (99–117) (85–117) (62–117) (44–117) (34–117) (25–117)

Finally, this experiment resulted in six unique sets of features corresponding to Top-10,
Top-20, Top-40, Top-60, Top-80, and Top-100 features, as shown in the Venn diagram of
Figure 4. For example, combining six sets of top-10 features from 10-, 20-, 40-, 60-, 80-, and
100-run mrCAE systems produced a unique list of 14 lncRNAs.
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Figure 4. Venn diagram of six sets of unique features identified from six mrCAE systems. The
mrCAE consisted of 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 runs. Each of these runs was conducted to select
100 features. The smallest set (light blue), containing 14 features, represents the unique features
coming from six sets of 10 most frequent features from 10-, 20-, 40-, 60-, 80-, and 100-run mrCAE
systems. Similarly and so on, the 2nd smallest set contains 27 (14 + 13) unique features from six sets
of Top-20 features selected.

The Venn diagram shows that each set of unique features was a subset of the following
more extensive unique feature set. Finally, we can conclude that the 128 unique features
(Supplementary 3)—produced from the union of six sets of Top-100 features coming from 10-,
20-, 40-, 60-, 80-, and 100-run mrCAE systems—represented the stable and optimal feature
set. We used this set of lncRNAs to conduct the downstream study, including survival and
prognostic analyses and validation.

2.5. Prognostic Capability of Significant lncRNAs

To evaluate the prognostic capabilities of the selected 128 stable lncRNAs, survival
analyses of patients with different cancer types were performed. Any lncRNAs with
zero expression values for most of the cancer samples were excluded from the survival
analysis of that cancer. The patients with values less than or equal to the median were
labeled group A. Those with values greater than the median were labeled group B. After di-
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viding into two groups, a log-rank test was conducted, and the hazard ratio was calculated
as the hazard rate of group A vs. hazard rate of group B to check the prognostic capability
of an lncRNA. The criteria for an lncRNA to be prognostic are log-rank test p-value ≤ 0.05
and Hazard Ratio (HR) 6= 1.0. Kaplan–Meier curves were plotted to show the prognostic
behavior of lncRNAs.

Figure 5a shows the Kaplan–Meier plot for GATA3-AS1, one of the 11 prognostic
lncRNAs for breast cancer, and Figure 5b shows the forest plot of survival analyses for
11 prognostic lncRNAs. It can be observed from Figure 5a that group B (red) had a higher
rate of survival than group A (blue), meaning that lncRNA GATA3-AS1 could successfully
distinguish the high-risk group (Group A) of BRCA patients from the low-risk group
(Group B). In other words, the cohort with a low expression (blue) of GATA3-AS1 had a
1.53-times higher rate of death than the high-expression cohort (red). Thus, the cohorts
with low-expression values for seven lncRNAs (HR > 1.0) showed higher chances of death
compared to the high-expression cohorts (Figure 5b). On the other hand, the cohorts
with low-expression values for four lncRNAs (HR < 1.0) showed lower chances of death
compared to the high-expression cohorts (Figure 5b). Supplementary 4 shows the forest
plots for other cancer types.
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The number of prognostically significant lncRNAs for each type of cancer is given in
Table 3. The highest number of prognostic lncRNAs were discovered for KIRC (31 lncRNAs),
followed by LUAD (22 lncRNAs) and LUSC (18 lncRNAs). The proposed approach failed
to discover any prognostic lncRNA for CHOL, potentially because the cohort consisted of
only 36 patients (Table 1). Some of the lncRNAs were found to be prognostic for more than
one cancer. Of 128 stable set of lncRNAs, 76 were found to be prognostic.

Table 3. Summary of survival analysis regarding the number of prognostic lncRNAs for each of the 12 TCGA cancer types.

BRCA CHOL COAD KICH KIRC KIRP LIHC LUAD LUSC PRAD READ THCA Total

11 0 3 3 31 15 1 22 18 4 4 10 76

2.6. Validations

The stable set of 128 lncRNAs derived from mrCAE was validated with the existing
literature [18]. Of 128 lncRNAs, 103 were found to be known lncRNAs (Supplementary 5)
associated with different cancer types; see Figure 6a. For example, 98 lncRNAs are as-
sociated with BRCA, 52 lncRNAs are related to LUAD, and 37 lncRNAs are related to
KIRP. Some lncRNAs were also found in four different cancer hallmarks (Figure 6b and
Supplementary 6); for example, six lncRNAs were found to be related to cancer prog-
nosis. We also validated the top 128 lncRNAs with existing drug–lncRNA networks
(Supplementary 7). We found that 113 out of 128 lncRNAs are associated with 24 different
drugs primarily used in cancer-related treatments, as shown in Figure 6c,d. For example,
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the drug nilotinib is mainly used to treat a specific type of blood cancer associated with
18 different lncRNAs (Figure 6e); a drug–lncRNA network was formed based on the Spear-
man correlation coefficient between lncRNA expression levels and the IC50 values of the
drug [19].
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3. Discussion

The objective of the present study was to identify significant lncRNAs that carry
meaningful information on (a) identifying the origins of multiple cancer, (b) evaluating the
prognostic capability of differentiating high-risk and low-risk groups of patients of particu-
lar cancers, and (c) having potential for targeted therapy. The original CAE algorithm is
capable of identifying subsets of important features. However, due to the stochastic nature
of the algorithm, it produces different subsets in different runs [8]. Thus, our hypothesis
was that the most frequently appearing lncRNAs in multiple runs of CAE (mrCAE) would
produce a biologically meaningful set of features.

Our investigation showed that the lncRNAs selected by the proposed mrCAE carry
meaningful information on the prognostic capability of differentiating high- and low-risk
groups of patients of particular cancers, as explained in Section 2.5. We also showed the
biological relevance of the selected lncRNAs by comparing them with existing literature,
drug–lncRNA networks, and hallmark lncRNAs (Figure 6).

Figure 5 shows that the lncRNAs selected by the proposed mrCAE outperformed
both the single-run CAE and the standard autoencoder, along with other feature selection
approaches. Thus, the current results confirmed that the proposed mrCAE could be
utilized as a tool for identifying a stable set of meaningful features. It should be noted
that the proposed mrCAE approach is very similar to a common bioinformatic approach
of bootstrapping analysis used to evaluate the stability of results. A shortcoming of CAE
is that it produces different sets of the most informative features in different runs, which
makes it difficult to use in precision medicine. We propose using a multi-run CAE approach
to reduce the stochasticity in CAE outcomes, i.e., to select a stable set of features. The
frequent features that appear in multiple runs are considered to be the stable set of features.
The bootstrapping effect could be the reason that mrCAE performs better than the CAE
and standard AE.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Data Preparation

To characterize the cancer-associated lncRNA, expression profiles and clinical data for
33 different cancers were downloaded from the UCSC Xena database [25]. Each lncRNA
expression was processed using a min–max normalization method to achieve good training
performance. For this study, we considered the cancer types for which the number of
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normal samples was at least 10% of cancer samples, and 12 cancer types met this criterion.
The distributions of cancer and normal samples for 12 cancers are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Sample distributions of 12 cancers considered in this experiment.

BRCA CHOL COAD KICH KIRC KIRP LIHC LUAD LUSC PRAD READ THCA

Normal 113 9 41 23 72 32 50 57 49 52 9 58
Cancer 1088 36 301 65 527 286 369 510 498 493 94 501

This dataset contained about 60 thousand RNAs expression profiles, including cod-
ing genes (mRNAs) and non-coding genes (lncRNAs and miRNAs). In this study, only
the expression profiles of lncRNA (n = 12,309) were considered for analysis and model
evaluation. The final dataset contained 4768 cancer patients and 565 normal patients.

4.2. Features Selection Using Multi-Run Concrete Autoencoder

To select important features (lncRNAs), a state-of-the-art deep learning-based unsu-
pervised algorithm, concrete autoencoder (CAE) [8], was iteratively run multiple times.
We named this approach multi-run CAE (mrCAE). The reason for using mrCAE is that
CAE selects the most informative features in a stochastic manner, meaning that different
sets of informative features are selected in different runs. The assumption we made while
running CAE multiple times was that if a feature appeared in more than one run, it can be
considered a stable feature.

4.2.1. Architecture and Working Principle of CAE

The architecture of the CAE shown in Figure 7 consisted of a single encoding layer,
also known as the feature selection layer shown in yellow, and arbitrary decoding layers
(e.g., a deep feedforward neural network), shown in the box on the right. The detailed
algorithm is available in [8]. The function of the encoder is to select a given number of
k actual features (not latent features in the case of a traditional Autoencoder) in a stochastic
manner from the original large input feature space X of size n. The function of the decoder
is to reconstruct the original features (X′ is the reconstructed feature vector) using the
k features selected by the encoder.
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Figure 7. Architecture of Concrete Autoencoder. CAE architecture consists of an encoder and a
decoder. The layer after the input layer of the encoder is called the concrete feature selection layer,
as shown in yellow. This layer has k number of nodes, where each node is used for each feature
to be selected. The decoder is used to check how well the input features can be reconstructed
using the selected k features. The output layer has the same number of nodes as the input layer.
X = [x0, x1, . . . ., xn−1] = input features. X′ = [x′0, x′1, . . . ., x′n−1] = reconstructed features.

How input features are selected depends on the temperature of the selection layer,
which is modulated from a high value to a small value using a simple annealing schedule [8].
As the temperature of the selection layer approaches zero, the layer selects k individual
input features. The decoder of a concrete autoencoder serves as the reconstruction function.
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It is the same as that of a standard autoencoder. Thus, the concrete autoencoder can be
used to select a discrete set of k features that are optimized for an arbitrarily complex
reconstruction function.

Training and Testing/Validation of CAE: The samples in a cohort were divided into
80/20 split in a stratified manner for training and testing. In the training phase, 80% of
samples were used to select the k informative features. In the testing/validation phase, 20%
of samples were used to reconstruct their original features using the selected k features.

4.2.2. Hyperparameter Tuning for CAE

The hyperparameters of CAE were tuned for the lncRNA expression data of 12 TCGA
cancer types. We kept two of the parameters the same as those used in the original CAE
developed by Abid et al. [8]. These two parameters were leaky ReLU with a threshold
value of 0.1 and a 10% dropout rate. To tune the number of nodes in two hidden layers of
the decoder, the model was tested by varying the number of nodes from 240 to 340 with
a step size of 10. It was found that a decoder with 300 nodes in both layers yielded the
highest accuracy. Thus, the number of nodes in two hidden layers of the decoder was
selected to be 300.

To tune the number of epochs and learning rate, the random search [26] approach was
used. For the number of epochs, we used values if 200, 300, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500,
and 3000. Similarly, for the learning rate, the values were 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.0005, 0.01,
and 0.05. In every run of CAE, the values of the two hyperparameters were randomly
selected. With 300 epochs and 0.002 learning rate, the 100 features selected by the CAE
produced the highest accuracy in classifying 12 cancer types using SVM. So, these parameter
values were chosen for further analysis. Details of hyperparameter tuning are available in
Supplementary 1.

For every iteration of a single run in the hyperparameter tuning phase, the temper-
ature, mean–max probability (mean of maximum probabilities of the selected features),
training loss, and validation loss were observed and plotted. The plot painted a clear
picture of the learning process in the CAE at every epoch, so we named it the characteristic
plot of CAE and present it in Figure 8.
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One of the main objectives of making this plot was to see if the model converged in
terms of loss, which is evident in Figure 8, which shows that the training and validation loss
converged to a lower value. Each node in the concrete selection layer learned a probability
value for every feature, and the node selected the one with the highest probability. The
higher the mean–max probability was, the more each node in the concrete selector was
confident of one of the features. So, the mean–max probability should be as high as possible.
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4.3. Comparing mrCAE with Other Feature Selection Approaches

The feature selection capability of the mrCAE was compared with the standard
autoencoder (AE), three frequently used embedded feature selection models (LASSO [15],
random forest (RF) [16], and support vector machine with recursive feature elimination
(SVM–RFE) [17]), and two unsupervised feature selection models (multi-cluster feature
selection (MCFS) [27] and unsupervised discriminative feature selection (UDFS) [28]).
The same numbers of features were selected using all feature selection approaches for
comparison, and those features were used to evaluate the classification performance in
classifying 12 different cancer types. A stratified 5-fold cross-validation using SVM with
linear kernel was conducted to evaluate the classification performance. Four different
evaluation metrics—accuracy, precision, recall, and f1 score—were used to record the
classification performance.

4.4. Implementation of Feature Selection Algorithms

All feature selection algorithm except for mrCAE were implemented using the scikit-
learn framework (https://scikit-learn.org/ Accessed: Jun’20), whereas mrCAE was im-
plemented using a deep learning framework named Keras (https://keras.io/ Accessed:
Jun’20). Experiments were parallelized on NVIDIA Quadro K620 GPU with 384 cores and
2 GB memory devices. The dataset was split into the training and testing set according
in an 80/20 ratio to avoid overfitting. The training set was used to estimate the learning
parameters, and the testing set was used for performance evaluation.

5. Conclusions

The authors of this study proposed a multi-run concrete autoencoder (mrCAE) to
identify prognostic lncRNAs for multiple cancers. We tested the proposed model in
analyzing the lncRNA expression profiles of 12 cancers. The model selected a stable set
of lncRNAs that could differentiate 12 cancers with high accuracy and provide subsets of
prognostic lncRNAs for 12 cancers. Though the proposed mrCAE model was applied to
multiple cancers here, it can also be used on a single cancer dataset, such as when it was
used to identify informative features for single-digit MNIST data by the developer of CAE.

The lncRNAs selected by the proposed mrCAE outperformed the lncRNAs selected
by the single-run CAE and other feature selection approaches. Additionally, the proposed
mrCAE outperformed the standard autoencoder, which selected the latent features and
was thought to be the upper limit in dimension reduction. Since the proposed mrCAE
outperformed AE and can select actual features in contrast to latent features by AE, it
can provide meaningful information that can be used for precision medicine, such as
identifying prognostic lncRNAs for different cancers. The same approach can be used in
identifying salient features in other omics data.

Supplementary Materials: Supplemental Information (SI) is available at https://www.mdpi.com/a
rticle/10.3390/ijms222111919/s1.
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Abstract— Background: Lung cancer is the leading cause of 

death compared to other cancers in the USA. The overall 

survival rate of lung cancer is not satisfactory even though there 

are cutting-edge treatment methods for cancers. Genomic 

profiling and biomarker gene identification of lung cancer 

patients may play a role in the therapeutics of lung cancer 

patients. The biomarker genes identified by most of the existing 

methods (statistical and machine learning based) belong to the 

whole cohort or population. That is why different people with 

the same disease get the same kind of treatment, but results in 

different outcomes in terms of success and side effects. So, the 

identification of biomarker genes for individual patients is very 

crucial for finding efficacious therapeutics leading to precision 

medicine. Methods: In this study, we propose a pipeline to 

identify lung cancer class-specific and patient-specific key genes 

which may help formulate effective therapies for lung cancer 

patients. We have used expression profiles of two types of lung 

cancers, lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) and lung squamous cell 

carcinoma (LUSC), and Healthy lung tissues to identify LUAD- 

and LUSC-specific (class-specific) and individual patient-

specific key genes using an explainable machine learning 

approach, SHaphley Additive ExPlanations (SHAP). This 

approach provides scores for each of the genes for individual 

patients which tells us the attribution of each feature (gene) for 

each sample (patient). Result: In this study, we applied two 

variations of SHAP - tree explainer and gradient explainer for 

which tree-based classifier, XGBoost, and deep learning-based 

classifier, convolutional neural network (CNN) were used as 

classification algorithms, respectively. Our results showed that 

the proposed approach successfully identified   class-specific 

(LUAD, LUSC, and Healthy) and patient-specific key genes 

based on the SHAP scores. Conclusion: This study demonstrated 

a pipeline to identify cohort-based and patient-specific 

biomarker genes by incorporating an explainable machine 

learning technique, SHAP. The patient-specific genes identified 

using SHAP scores may provide biological and clinical insights 

into the patient's diagnosis. 

Keywords— explainable machine learning, lung cancer, 

patient-specific biomarkers, precision medicine 

I. INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a disease in which some cells of the body grow 
uncontrollably and spread to other organs of the body. 
Cancer is a genetic disease that is caused by the changes in 
the genes which control the cell’s function, especially the 
growth and division of cells [1]. Three different kinds of 
genes are responsible for cancer - proto-oncogenes, tumor 
suppressor genes, and DNA repair genes [2], [3]. There are 
more than 100 types of cancers, but carcinomas are the most 
common type of cancer [1]. 

Lung cancer is the second most prevalent type of cancer 
[4], and it is the leading cause of death related to cancer in the 
United States [5]. There are mainly two types of lung cancer 
- non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and small cell lung
cancer (SCLC) [6]. Two subtypes of NSCLC are lung
adenocarcinoma (LUAD) and lung squamous cell carcinoma
(LUSC). There have been many studies where lung cancer
biomarkers were identified. Some studies identified race-
related biomarkers [7]–[9]. The researchers also applied
various well-known and novel machine learning and deep
learning techniques for feature selection and classification of
lung cancers and other cancer types [9]–[11]. But they have
mostly used machine learning and deep learning models as
"black boxes." Recently, researchers have been using various
approaches to explain the black box models. Several methods
have been proposed to make the machine learning and deep
learning models explainable, including Shapley Sampling
[12], Relevance Propagation [13], LIME [14], ANCHOR
[15], and DeepLIFT [16]. But it is not clear how these
methods are related and which method to select for a
particular problem. To overcome this issue, Lundberg and
Lee developed a unified framework for interpreting
predictions, SHAP [17]. Recently there has been adequate
work to explain the machine learning models using SHAP.
Levy et al. used SHAP  to discover important methylation
states in different cell types and cancer subtypes [18]. In a
more recent study, SHAP was used to explain the deep
learning model which classified the cancer tissues using
RNA-sequence data [19]. Most of the studies identified the
global features using SHAP values which represent the
average impacts of the genes on that model [20].

Researchers also use various statistical tools, such as 
DESeq2 [21], edgeR [22], or LIMMA [23] to identify 
biologically significant genes or differentially expressed 
genes (DEGs) [24]–[26] from differential gene expression 
(DGE) analysis by comparing patient cohort with healthy 
cohort. The DGE analysis helps to identify potential genes 
associated with the pathogenesis and prognosis of lung cancer 
[27]. The study [27]  developed an integrated approach for 
identifying  genes associated with pathogenesis and 
prognosis from four different sets of DEGs from four 
different cohorts of lung cancer patients and corresponding 
normal cohorts, which means that DEGs are cohort-
dependent biomarker genes and do not reflect the patient-
specific heterogeneity. A recent study [28] used DGE 
analysis to find African American (AA) and European 
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American (EA) cohort-based lung cancer biomarkers where 
they showed that using principal component analysis (PCA), 
AA genes are able to distinguish the normal and tumor group 
of AA lung cancer cohort. But surprisingly, the same AA 
genes are also able to distinguish the normal and tumor group 
of EA lung cancer cohort. This observation suggests that this 
cohort-based study failed to discover biomarkers for a 
particular cohort. Another recent study [29] also used DGE 
analysis to find biomarkers for lung cancer using two sets of 
datasets- tumor and normal samples for non-treatment 
studies, and cell lines after treatment and cell lines before 
treatment for treatment studies. The hypothesis of this study 
is the up-regulated genes in non-treatment studies should be 
down-regulated in treatment studies and vice versa. But the 
authors found two different sets of Biomarkers without any 
common genes which implies that this cohort-based study 
failed to discover expected biomarker. Researchers also used 
genome wide association studies (GWAS) to find the 
biomarker. In one of the studies researchers found two key 
loci 15q25 and 5p15 for AA cohort [30]. Another study also 
found eighteen key loci including 15q25 and 5p15 [31]. From 
these two studies, we can conclude that these GWAS studies 
failed to identify cohort-based biomarkers. Researchers also 
used machine learning-based feature selection algorithms 
[32]–[34] to identify biomarkers for pan cancer classification 
which do not belong to any cancer cohort or any specific 
patient. These studies (DGE analysis, GWAS, and Machine 
Learning-based feature selection) are similar to the 
population-based studies where the aim is to find cohort-
based genetic changes. . As a result, the same treatment 
provided to the patients with the same cancer type shows 
different outcomes among the patients [35]. This is because 
each patient has unique combination of genetic changes and 
specific genetic changes require specific treatments. That is 
why it is necessary to identify the patient-specific 
biomarkers, which we can accomplish by identifying local 
interpretable features by explaining the machine learning 
models. The patient-specific biomarkers can be used for 
targeted therapy leading to precision medicine which the 
earlier computational studies fail to identify. 

We hypothesize that biomarker genes may express 
differently in different patients due to the variability of 
mutations of genes for which cohort-based gene therapy may 
not be beneficial to most of the patients. To solve this issue, 
identifying patient-specific biomarker genes is very crucial 
and it may aid in precision medicine or personalized 
medicine. In this study, we developed a pipeline to discover 
global and local NSCLC-associated genes using an 
explainable machine learning tool, SHAP.  This study 
identified both class-specific and patient-specific genes based 
on SHAP scores by calculating global and local SHAP scores, 
respectively. To our knowledge, there has not been any study 
identifying lung cancer patient-specific genes using SHAP.  

The later part of this paper is ordered as follows. The 
"Materials and Methods" section includes the cohort analysis, 
preparation of the dataset, and the methods used for the 
research. The "Experimental Results" section provides the 
outcome of the research and analysis of the results. We 
briefly discussed our result in the "Discussion" section. 

Finally, conclusions and the future scope is discussed in the 
"Conclusion" section. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Workflow of the study 

The overall workflow of this study is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Workflow of the study to identify patient-specific and class-specific 
genes. 

The overall workflow of this study is as follows. At first, 
the lung cancer tumor (LUAD and LUSC), and healthy tissue 
samples were downloaded from the UCSC Xena database. 
Next, the dataset was filtered by dropping the duplicate 
records of the same patients having the same tumor type. The 
filtered data were used to classify three different classes 
(LUAD, LUSC, and healthy) using two different algorithms- 
XGBoost and CNN. Hyperparameters were tuned to achieve 
a higher classification accuracy. 5-fold cross-validation was 
performed to measure the performance of the two algorithms. 
Then the two models from two different genres of 
classification algorithms – XGBoost from tree-based and 
CNN from deep learning-based classifiers - were used for 
interpretation using SHAP. As such, we used the tree 
explainer technique for the XGBoost and the gradient 
explainer for the CNN model for interpretation. Next, we 
analyzed the two different interpretation techniques to get 
class-specific genes and patient-specific genes. We also used 
a statistical tool DESEq2 to get the important genes across the 
populations. 

B. Data Collection and Cohort Analysis 

To characterize the lung-cancer-associated mRNA, the 
expression profiles and clinical data associated with lung 
cancer were collected from the UCSC Xena database [36]. 
The normal tissue samples were downloaded from the Xena 
database and the mskcc GitHub repository [37], [38]. There 
are 1415 samples, including 503 LUAD, 489 LUSC, and 423 
healthy, as shown in Table I. 
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TABLE I.  SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION AND COHORT ANALYSIS OF LUNG 
ADENOCARCINOMA (LUAD), LUNG SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA (LUSC) 
AND HEALTHY SAMPLES 

LUAD Tumor 
Samples 

LUSC Tumor 
Samples 

Healthy Samples 

503 489 423 

Total= 1415 

 

C. Data Preparation 

Fourteen of 1415 samples were duplicates. We kept only 
one record of the same patients. So, the final cohort size for 
this analysis was 1401 with 492 LUAD tumors, 486 LUSC 
tumors, and 423 healthy samples, respectively. We used the 
dataset with FPKM values which were already log-
normalized. The raw gene count dataset was also considered 
in this study. The data distribution of the three categories is 
well distributed and there is little chance of bias towards the 
larger group. The final dataset consists of 1401 samples with 
19,648 mRNA expression values. Then we used this dataset 
to classify LUAD, LUSC, and healthy using a tree-based 
machine learning algorithm and a deep learning algorithm. 

D. Classification Algorithms 

We used two algorithms in our analysis - Extreme 
Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) [39] and Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN) [40]. XGBoost is a decision tree-based 
machine learning algorithm that uses a process called boosting 
to help improve performance. It is an optimized gradient-
boosting algorithm through parallel processing, tree pruning, 
handling missing values, and regularization to avoid bias or 
overfitting. 

CNN is a deep neural network primarily used in image 
classification or computer vision applications. But it has also 
wide applications in analyzing tabular data. The convolution 
layers extract features from the samples. A small filter or 
kernel scans through the samples and extracts features from 
the samples. The following layer is the pooling layer which 
down-samples the feature map extracted by the convolution 
layer. The pooling layer runs a filter across the feature map 
and takes the specific information from that filter. It translates 
the features’ exact spatial information to latent information. 
The final pooling layer is then flattened out and transformed 
into a one-dimensional array and fed to the fully connected 
layers that predict the output. 

The samples of each class were divided into 80/20 split in 
a stratified manner for training and testing respectively. 5-fold 
cross-validation was used for measuring the classification 
performance. For the stratification of the samples, we used 
StratifiedKFold from the scikit-learn library. 
Hyperparameters were also tuned to get optimized results 
from both XGBoost and CNN classifiers. 

Next, the contribution of all the features of individual 
samples for the two classifiers was determined. We wanted to 
identify the reasons for the machine learning models’ success 
or accuracy. Feature contributions, both globally and locally, 
can decipher the models’ accomplishment. That is why we 
applied an explainable machine learning tool that can identify 
the feature contribution that caused the models’ success. 

 

 

E. Global and Local Feature Interpretation 

Global Feature Interpretation 

The global features are a set of features that reflect the 
average behavior of a cohort of samples or patients. For global 
feature interpretation, we used two techniques: (a) DESeq2, a 
statistical tool, and (b) SHAP (SHapley Additive 
exPlanations) a game theoretic approach.  DESeq2 is a tool for 
differential gene expression analysis of RNA-seq data. It 
provides a list of important genes for a cohort of patients, 
which reflects the average or global impact of genes across the 
cohort.  

SHAP is a game theoretic approach to explain the output 
of any machine learning model. It takes the machine learning 
or deep learning algorithms into account and then calculates a 
score for each feature. The first step to calculate the SHAP 
score is taking the differences in the model’s prediction with 
and without a feature from all the coalition sets. Then taking 
the average of all the values from each of the coalition sets 
provides the SHAP score. In short, the average marginal 
contribution of a feature value across all possible coalitions is 
the SHAP score. The collective SHAP values can show how 
much each predictor or feature contributes, either positively or 
negatively, to the target variable or output of the model. The 
collective SHAP values refer to the global features of the 
dataset. 

Local Feature Interpretation 

Local features are a set of features that reflect the 
characteristics or behavior of an individual sample or patient. 
Along with identifying global important features, SHAP 
identifies local important features as well. Each sample for 
each feature or predictor gets its SHAP value. It increases 
transparency by calculating the contributions of the predictors. 
Traditional feature importance or selection algorithms 
produce results across the entire population, not on each 
individual. The idea of local interpretability of SHAP was 
used for identifying patient-specific genes which may help 
devise the strategy for personalized treatment. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

A. Classification Accuracy 

The dataset was divided into 80/20 split for training and 
testing. Also, 5-fold cross-validation was performed to 
measure the performance of the models. The testing accuracy 
of algorithms from 5 folds was measured and then the average 
was calculated to finalize the accuracy. Table II summarizes 
the results of 5-fold cross-validation. The testing accuracy of 
XGBoost and CNN were 96.3% and 92.6%, respectively.  

TABLE II.  RESULTS OF 5-FOLD CROSS-VALIDATION. FIRST ROW: 
DISTRIBTUIION OF ACTUAL LABELED DATA; SECOND ROW: DISTRIBTUIION 
OF CORRECTLY PREDICTED DATA; THIRD ROW:  AVERAGE CLASSIFICATION 

ACCURACY OF 5-FOLD CROSS-VALIDATION.  

 XGBoost CNN 

 LUAD LUSC 
Healt

hy 
LUA

D 
LUS

C 
Healt

hy 
Actual Data 492 486 423 492 486 423 

Correct 
Prediction 

473 453 423 468 450 
379 

Accuracy 96.3% 92.6% 
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B. Differential Gene Expression Analysis 

Differential gene expression (DGE) analysis was 
performed using the statistical tool DESEq2. Raw counts of 
gene expression value were used in this analysis. We used 492 
LUAD tumor samples, 486 LUSC tumor samples, 59 healthy 
tissues from LUAD patients, and 51 healthy tissues from 
LUSC patients. We ran the DGE analysis tool on LUAD and 
LUSC samples separately to get the most important lung 
cancer subtype (LUAD and LUSC) specific genes. These 
genes represent the average behavior of the population related 
to the subtypes (LUAD and LUSC). These genes can also be 
named global features as they represented the average 
importance of the cohorts. We identified LUAD-specific 
differentially expressed genes (LUAD-DEGs) and LUSC-
specific differentially expressed genes (LUSC_DEGs) based 
on the thresholds |log2Fold-change| >3 and adjusted p-value < 
0.001, which provided us 1,037 and 1,773 genes, respectively. 

C. Global Interpretability using SHAP 

We used the explainable machine learning tool, SHAP, to 
identify the important genes by leveraging XGBoost and CNN 
classifier models. The important genes were compared with 
the differential gene expression genes derived from the 
DESeq2 tool discussed in section ‘B’. SHAP and DESeq2 
tools both were used to identify the important genes across the 
population. 

In our analysis total number of features (genes) used for 
XGBoost and CNN algorithms was 19,648. SHAP generates 
a shapely score for each gene for each patient. The scores were 
then averaged across the samples of correctly classified 
classes. Thus, we got three sets of genes (LUAD-specific, 
LUSC-specific, and healthy-specific) with scores. We sorted 
the genes of each class based on the shapely values. Both 
XGBoost and CNN generated 5 different models because of 
five-fold validation. For global interpretation, we considered 
the average of the five models’ output (five sets of test data 
from 5-fold) from XGBoost and CNN. Next, we took the top 
1037 genes from LUAD and 1773 genes from LUSC class 
each, the same as the number of DEGs. The top genes of 
LUAD and LUSC classes were compared with LUAD-DEGs 
and LUSC-DEGs, respectively. From the analysis we noticed 
that the tree explainer leveraging the XGBoost model and 
gradient explainer for the CNN classifier model were able to 
identify a significant number of global genes for both LUAD 
and LUSC classes which are shown in Fig. 2. From the figure 
it is clear that XGBoost model identified 89 LUAD and 214 
LUSC common genes with LUAD DEGs and LUSC DEGs 
respectively. Whereas CNN only identifies 68 LUAD 
common and 218 LUSC common genes. 

Optimal Genes for global interpretation 

To find the optimal number of genes for global 
interpretation, we ran four classifiers- three variants of SVM 
(linear, rbf and polynomial) and logistic regression with 
different set of top genes. To identify the top genes, at first, 
the genes were sorted in a descending order based on SHAP 
score and then picked up the important genes. Genes having 
higher SHAP score are considered as the important genes. For 
example, top 25 genes indicate the most important 25 genes 
from each of the classes (LUAD, LUSC and Healthy). The 
criteria to select optimal number of genes was to find a 
minimal number of genes with high accuracy. We found out 
that SVM rbf and SVM polynomial are not good classifiers 
for the three classes. Logistic regression and SVM linear were 

good at classifying the three classes using the top genes. But 
unfortunately, SVM linear failed to classify using top 25 
genes. Logistic regression and SVM linear showed that the 
classification accuracies were high using top 50 genes. Thus, 
for this study we chose top 50 genes as the optimal number of 
genes for global interpretation. This scenario is shown in Fig. 
3. 

 
Fig. 2. Venn diagram of SHAP genes and DEGs. (a) and (c) represent the 
SHAP genes and DEGs for LUAD tumor. (b) and (d) represent the SHAP 
genes and DEGs for LUSC tumor. 

 

Fig. 3. Classification accuracy of four classifiers using top genes to find 
optimal set of genes for global interpretation . Top 50 genes from each 
classes (LUAD, LUSC and Healthy) are the optimal number of genes for 
global interpretation as top 50 genes has a minimum number of genes with 
high accuracy. 

Next, we examined whether the top 50 genes are truly 
class-specific genes. If these genes are truly class-specific then 
there must be few overlaps among the three groups (LUAD, 
LUSC, and Healthy). This scenario is shown in Fig. 4 (a). We 
considered the top 50 genes from LUAD, LUSC, and Healthy 
samples separately. We found that there is no common gene 
among the three sets derived from both XGBoost and CNN. 
There are very few or no common genes when considering 
two of the three classes. Also, t-SNE plot shows that, using the 
top 50 genes from three classes, there are three clusters for the 
three different classes shown in Fig. 4(b). Thus, we can 
conclude that the identified top 50 genes for three classes are 
truly class-specific. Fig. 4. only represents the genes identified 
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by tree explainer. Similar scenarios were observed for the 
genes identified by gradient explainer. 

 
Fig. 4. Venn diagram and t-SNE plot of class-specific genes. (a) Top 50 
genes of LUAD, LUSC and Healthy from tree-explainer shows mimum 
overlap among the genes (b) Top 50 genes of LUAD, LUSC and Healthy 
from tree-explainer shows three clusters for three classes. 

SHAP also provides us the information on important genes 
that contributed most to the model along with its shapely 
scores and class impact of the genes. Fig. 5 shows the top 10 
genes that contributed most to the XGBoost model (CNN is 
not shown). It also provides information about the class-
specific impact of the genes. For example, ACVRL1 (gene) 
contributed most to both healthy class and model output. TP63 
contributed most to the LUSC class and slightly contributed 
to LUAD class. This means that the TP63 gene could be an 
important biomarker for LUSC. Similarly, we can say that 
GOLM1 is an important biomarker gene for LUAD. 

 
Fig. 5. Barplot of top 10 genes. The X-axis is the mean SHAP values scored 
by XGBoost. The values indicate the average score of the model output for 
the genes. Blue, orange, and green color represent three different classes- 
healthy, luad, and lusc. The Y-axis represents the top gene symbols 
determined by the tree explainer. 

D. Local Interpretability using SHAP 

We identified the most salient genes from the XGBoost 
and Convolutional neural network (CNN) model using SHAP 
for each gene and each sample. This level of local 
interpretability helped to identify patient-specific biomarkers 
which may be used as personalized medicine or therapy. To 
get the scores for each of the genes and samples, we trained 
both XGBoost and CNN with 80% of the data and tested with 
the rest 20% of the data. We followed this procedure five 
times and in each of the cases, there was a new 20% of the 
data in the testing set, thus providing 100% of data after 
testing. But XGBoost and CNN have 96.3% and 92.6% 
accuracy respectively which indicates that there are few false 
predictions. Next, we discarded the false predicted samples 
and kept only the true prediction. Out of 1,401 samples, the 
numbers of correctly classified samples were 1,349 and 1,297 
for XGBoost and CNN, respectively. So, each of the samples 
has all the genes scored based on shapely values. Next, we 
sorted all the genes in descending order based on the score. 

Fig. 6 shows the most important genes for a single patient. 
This figure is a force plot for a particular LUSC tumor patient. 
The predicted SHAP score of this sample is 6.23 where the 
base value is 0.8992. This score indicates that the expression 
values of the genes for this patient have a higher influence on 
the model. The base value is the average of the model output 
of LUSC class. The red arrow indicates that the genes pushed 
the model score higher and the blue arrow indicates the genes 
that pushed the model score lower. From the gene expression 
values, we also see that DSG3 has a high expression value and 
SLC4A4 has a low expression value thus the former is red and 
the latter is blue. 

 
Fig. 6. Force plot of a single LUSC patient. The numerical values along 
with the genes are the expression values for this patient. This plot shows the 
most important genes for this particular patient. 

 

Fig. 7. Heatmap of LUAD patients with corresponding top 100 genes. (a) 
Heatmap of 100 genes derived from tree explainer (XGBoost model) across 
5 LUAD patients. (b) Heatmap of 100 genes derived from gradient explainer 
(CNN model) across 5 LUAD patients. 

Next, we tried to interpret the patient-specific genes of 
each of the samples. We wanted to make sure whether these 
genes are really patient-specific or not. To prove it we 
considered randomly chosen five LUAD and five LUSC 
samples. For each of the patients, we picked the top 100 genes 
based on the SHAP score (higher SHAP-scored genes were 
chosen). Our hypothesis was that if these genes are really 
patient-specific then there should be very few overlapping 
genes as each individual has different mutations of genes and 
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different expression profiles. To validate this hypothesis, we 
plotted a heatmap for LUAD samples which is shown in Fig. 
7. From the figure, we see that there are very few overlapping 
genes from the tree explainer output leveraging the XGBoost 
model. On the other hand, the gradient explainer was able to 
find totally unique genes or almost zero overlapping genes 
among the five patients. The same scenario was observed with 
the LUSC patients as well (not shown). Also, the heatmap was 
plotted across all the patients and very few overlapping genes 
were found. This indicates that, even though these samples are 
coming from the same class, SHAP was able to score patient-
specific genes. 

Next, we hypothesized that there should be many 
overlapping genes in the healthy samples. This is because 
there should be very few mutations of genes as the tissue 
samples are not affected by the tumor. Again, we plotted a 
heatmap with randomly chosen 5 healthy patients shown in 
Fig. 8. From the heatmap, it is evident that there are lots of 
overlapping genes which proves our hypothesis. 

 
Fig. 8. Heatmap of healthy samples with corresponding top 100 genes. (a) 
Heatmap of 100 genes derived from tree explainer (XGBoost model) across 
5 healthy samples. (b) Heatmap of 100 genes derived from gradient explainer 
(CNN model) across 5 healthy samples. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Most of the prior machine learning and deep learning 
works were involved in cancer classification and the 
algorithms were used as a "black box." But recently a few 
algorithms like- SHAP, LIME, ANCHOR, DeepLIFT, etc. 
algorithms have been introduced to explain the black box. In 
this study, we used a tree-based algorithm, XGBoost, and a 
deep learning classifier CNN to classify the two types of lung 
cancer (LUAD and LUSC) and Healthy cohorts. Then the 
models generated by the classifiers were used in SHAP to 
explain the output of the models. SHAP is a unified approach 

to explaining machine learning models which addresses the 
limitations of the black box models by explaining local and 
global features. We used two different explainers- a tree 
explainer for the XGBoost model and a gradient explainer for 
the CNN model. Tree explainer is a fast and exact method to 
estimate SHAP values for the tree models. Gradient explainer 
is another kind of SHAP explainer that can handle neural 
network models. In this study, we tried to address an important 
task that may play a vital role in the field of healthcare, 
personalized medicine, by adopting the proposed pipeline. 

SHAP is able to identify global features that explain the 
impact of the model output on the whole population. To 
identify whether the SHAP explainability model was able to 
identify plausible features, we compared the output of the two 
explainers with the differential gene expression (DGE) 
analysis tool DESEq2 output. The DGE tool was used as the 
reference to assess the correctness of the predicted genes from 
the explainers. Unlike DESEq2, there is no standard approach 
for selecting SHAP features (genes). That is why we ranked 
the genes based on the SHAP values and considered the only 
top-ranked genes to compare with differentially expressed 
genes (DEGs). The outputs of both the explainers had some 
common genes with the output DGE analysis. We also tried to 
find out the common genes among the three classes (LUAD, 
LUSC, and healthy) and found very few genes overlapping 
among the two classes, and none of the genes overlapped 
among the three classes. It tells us that SHAP was able to 
identify biologically significant class-specific genes. 

One of the greatest challenges in healthcare is to identify 
patient-specific important biomarkers which can aid in 
personalized medicine. In this study, we addressed this issue 
by explaining the local interpretability of SHAP output. SHAP 
scores were assigned to every gene of every sample leveraging 
the modification of the game theoretic approach. So, each of 
the genes of every sample consists of a SHAP score which is 
then ranked based on the score. To explain the local 
interpretability, we considered the top 100 genes of each 
patient. We tried to find out the common genes among the 
samples of the same classes and found that tree explainer 
output has very few common genes across the samples, 
whereas gradient explainer has almost zero overlapping genes 
across the samples. It tells us that SHAP can identify patient-
specific important genes in the tumor classes (LUAD and 
LUSC) as the tumor is more likely to work differently in 
different patients. We also noticed that there are lots of 
overlapping genes across the healthy samples. It is 
understandable because there is no mutation or few genomic 
alterations in the patients. 

V. CONCLUSION  

Majority of previous studies identified only cohort-based 
important genes or population-based important genes. But it 
was observed that different patients require different kinds of 
treatment for the same disease due to the various genomic 
alterations and mutations. In this study, we addressed two 
important issues of therapeutics- the identification of subtype-
specific (class-specific) and patient-specific genes. To solve 
these issues, we developed a pipeline that can identify both 
subtype-specific and patient-specific genes leveraging SHAP 
scores. For this analysis, we used RNA-seq data of lung cancer 
to show that SHAP was able to identify both class-specific and 
patient-specific genes. This study shows that SHAP can be 
used to find many biological insights by identifying local 
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(patient-specific) and global (class-specific) genes which may 
help to develop better therapeutics for individual patients.  

All the output shown in this analysis is machine learning 
and deep learning-based computational outcome. These 
outcomes should be verified in the wet lab to strongly validate 
our result. If they can be verified in the wet lab, the pipeline 
can be used to identify important genes for any type of disease. 
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Abstract. The tumor cell population in cancer tissue has distinct molecular char-
acteristics and exhibits different phenotypes, thus, resulting in different subpopu-
lations. This phenomenon is known as Intratumor Heterogeneity (ITH), a major
contributor to drug resistance, poor prognosis, etc. Therefore, quantifying the lev-
els of ITH in cancer patients is essential, and many algorithms do so in different
ways, using different types of omics data. DEPTH2 algorithm utilizes transcrip-
tomic data to assess ITH scores and exhibits promising performance. However, it
quantifies ITH using all genes, limiting the identification of ITH-related prognos-
tic genes. We hypothesize that a subset of key genes is sufficient to quantify the
ITH level, and this subset of key genes could be ITH-related prognostic genes.
To prove our hypothesis, we propose an unsupervised deep learning-based frame-
work using Concrete Autoencoder (CAE) to select a subset of cancer-specific key
genes for ITH evaluation. For the experiment, we used gene expression profile
data of breast, kidney, and lung cancer tumor cohorts from the TCGA repository.
Multi-run CAE identified three sets of key genes for each cancer cohort. Com-
paring ITH scores derived from all genes and CAE-selected key genes showed
similar prognostic outcomes. Subtypes of lung cancer displayed consistent ITH
distributions for both gene sets. Based on these observations, it can be concluded
that a subset of key genes, instead of all, is sufficient for ITH quantification. Our
results also showed that many key genes are prognostically significant and can be
used as therapeutic targets.

Keywords: Concrete Autoencoder · Deep Learning · Gene Expression ·
Intratumor Heterogeneity · ITH

1 Introduction

Intratumor Heterogeneity (ITH) refers to different types of tumor cell subpopulations
within a tumor [1]. Even though these cell subpopulations have the same origin (tumor
tissue, patient), they exhibit different phenotypes and molecular characteristics. ITH is
one of the main challenges for targeted cancer therapy, as the difference in tumor cells
and their microenvironments makes it harder for targeted cancer therapy to eradicate
cancer cells [2, 3]. Therefore, an accurate assessment of ITH is essential to understand
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the tumor dynamics and the development of effective and durable therapeutic strategies.
ITH causes can vary depending on different levels, such as the genome, epigenome,
transcriptome, etc. [4]. For example, reduced DNA damage mechanisms, microenviron-
mental factors (hypoxia, acidosis, etc.) [5], subclonal evolution [2], etc., contribute to
ITH at the genomic level. The methylation of tumor suppressor genes is an example of
ITH at the epigenomic level [6]. Different gene expression patterns contribute to ITH at
the transcriptome level, which is observed to mirror ITH at the genomic or epigenomic
level or both [5, 7]. This makes transcriptomic data suitable for quantifying ITH.

Different algorithms for quantifying ITH exist, such as ABSOLUTE [8], MATH
[9], EXPANDS [10], and PhyloWGS [11]. These algorithms use genomic data, such
as – copy number alterations (CNA), somatic mutation profiles, etc. Some algorithms
take advantage of transcriptome profile that mirrors ITH at the genomic and epigenomic
level, such as – tITH [12], sITH [13], DEPTH [14], and DEPTH2 [15]. In contrast
to other ITH evaluation techniques, such as DEPTH and others, the DEPTH2 method
assesses ITH independently of normal controls. This implies that it can be utilized for
all tumor gene expression profiles regardless of the availability of corresponding normal
samples’ gene expression data. tITH requires protein-protein interaction (PPI) network
along with gene expression data. Unlike tITH, DEPTH2 calculates the ITH score using
only gene expression data.

Though the DEPTH2 method is statistically sound, the drawbacks are- (i) it uses
expression values of all genes (~20,000) in calculating the ITH score and (ii) it can-
not guide finding the prognostically significant genes. We argue that not all genes are
related to ITH, and a subset of key genes is sufficient to calculate the ITH score at the
transcriptome level.

This study presents a deep learning-based computational framework that utilizes an
unsupervised concrete autoencoder (CAE) to identify key genes for quantifying Intra-
tumor Heterogeneity (ITH). The framework selects a subset of key genes from Breast
Invasive Carcinoma (BRCA), Kidney Renal Carcinoma (KIRC), and Lung Adenocarci-
noma (LUAD) using expression profile data from the TCGA repository. The ITH scores
are then calculated using all genes and the selected key genes. The results demonstrate
that using the subset of 100 key genes outperforms all ~20,000 genes in terms of survival
and prognostic outcomes for the three cancer types. The key genes exhibit consistent
levels of ITH across cancer subtypes and show potential as prognostic markers and ther-
apeutic targets. This study highlights the effectiveness of a reduced set of key genes
in quantifying ITH at the transcriptome level. The overall framework is depicted in
Supplementary Fig. S1.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Dataset Collection

We collected gene expression datasets of BRCA,LUAD, and KIRC cancers from the
UCSC Xena Browser database [16]. Each dataset contains expression profiles of 20,530
mRNAs. The number of tumor samples for each cancer type was as follows: BRCA
(1097 samples), LUAD (533 samples), and KIRC (517 samples).
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2.2 Concrete Autoencoder to Select Cancer-Specific Key Genes

Concrete Autoencoder (CAE) [17], an unsupervised deep learning approach is used to
identify cancer-specific key genes. CAE identifies features most informative for a given
dataset [18–23]. CAE differs from the standard Autoencoder in the encoder part, where
CAE employs a concrete selector layer (See Fig. S2). This selector layer is based on
Concrete distribution [24], a relaxed variant of discrete distribution. Unlike the encoder
part of the CAE, the decoder part resembles closely with the standard Autoencoder. The
selector layer is used to incorporate discrete distribution into deep learning algorithms.
For example, CAE uses it to learn a subset of the most informative features and produce
minimum reconstruction error. In the learning phase, the selector layer learns a subset of
features, which depends on a hyperparameter called Temperature (T), which is gradually
lowered during the training phase to a low value using a simple annealing scheduling.
This gradual decrease in temperature helps the concrete distribution to learn and select
a definite subset of features [17]. In the selector layer, each unit selects a unique feature
with the highest probability from the original feature space. Thus, CAE selects the most
informative subset of features, and the reconstruction of the original feature space using
the selected subset of features produces minimum reconstruction error. In the original
Autoencoder, the features learned at the encoder part are latent features, whereas those
learned at CAE are actual features. CAE was trained on each gene expression data of
BRCA, KIRC, and LUAD, and 100 features were selected in each run. While training
CAE, the dataset was divided randomly into 80/20 split for training and testing. Details
of hyperparameter tuning are in Table S1.

2.3 Training CAE

Figure S3 shows the characteristics curve forCAEor an instance of the training behaviors
of CAE for the LUAD dataset. The hyperparameter, Temperature (T), was reduced
using a simple annealing schedule from 10 to 0.1 from the start epoch to the last. The
reconstruction errors (loss) for the training and validation sets are plotted using blue and
red curves, respectively. It shows that both errors were relatively high during the early
training phase, as expected, and both reached a minimum plateau at the end. Also, the
mean-max probability finally approaches 1.0 (yellow curve). TheCAEwas implemented
using Keras (https://keras.io/). Experiments were conducted on the high-performance
cluster with NVIDIA Quatro K620 GPU with 384 cores and 2 GB memory devices.

2.4 ITH Level Estimation Method

To calculate the Intratumor Heterogeneity (ITH) score, we used a scoringmethod named
- Deviating Gene Expression Profiling Tumor Heterogeneity, or DEPTH2 in short [15],
defined as –

√
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where,
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where T is the tumor sample for which the score is being calculated. Gi is the i-th
gene, and m is the number of genes. ex(Gi,T ) expression of gene Gi in sample T. It
assigns a score to each patient. It is based on standard deviations of the z-score of the
gene expression value variations. If a tumor displays similar z-scored expression values
across most genes, it will have a lowDEPTH2 score and a lower ITH level. In contrast, if
there is variation in gene expression alterations, the tumor will receive a higher DEPTH2
score. This score indicates how much the gene expressions deviate from the norm for all
tumors and genes within the matrix. We calculated the ITH score for each cancer patient
of BRCA, KIRC, and LUAD employing DEPTH2 using two sets of genes. One score
uses all the genes, and the other uses only the key genes selected by multi-run CAE.

2.5 Survival Analysis

Survival Analysis was performed to check whether two groups of patients based on high
and low ITH scores are significantly distinguishable in prognosis. In our analysis, the
event of interest is the death of cancer patients.

Survival Analysis Based on ITH Scores: Samples were sorted in descending order
of the ITH score, and then the top and bottom of the total samples were taken as two
groups. This analysis compared the prognostic importance of ITH scores derived using
all genes and key genes (our study).

Survival Analysis Based on Each Key Gene: The cohort was divided into two groups
based on the median gene expression values. This survival analysis helped identify
prognostically significant genes.

After forming two groups, the Kaplan-Meier curves were plotted, and the Log-rank
test was performed to check the statistical significance of the difference in survival
function.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Multi-run CAE to Select Key Genes

Due to the stochastic nature of CAE, themodelwas trained ten times, and in each run, 100
features were selected for each cancer cohort - BRCA, KIRC, and LUAD. Figure 1(a)
shows the stochastic nature of CAE since only 16 genes are common between three
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single-run CAE. In the case of 10-run CAE, the top 100 features were selected from
the combined list sorted in descending order based on the frequency of appearance of
a feature in 10 runs. It is clear from Fig. 1(b) that there are 53 genes common between
three batches of 10 runs, which is more than the common genes (16 genes) in three single
runs. Thus, a multi-run approach was adopted to select the robust set of features.

The top 100 frequent features were chosen to select the key features based on the
assumption that the more frequent a feature in different runs, the more informative the
feature is. The combined lists of features derived from 10-run CAE consist of 469, 527,
and 435 genes for BRCA, KIRC, and LUAD, respectively. The frequency range of the
top 100 features is 3 to 10 for each cancer cohort, which means that the most frequent
features appeared in all ten runs, and the least frequent one appeared in 3 runs.

Fig. 1. Selecting the robust set of features. (a) Venn diagram of three sets of 100 genes from three
single-run CAE; CAE produces only 16 features common between single runs. (b) three sets of
most frequent 100 features from 10-run CAE. 10-run CAE produces more features (53 genes)
common between three batches of runs. Thus, multi-run CAE produces a robust set of features.

3.2 Multi-run CAE Selects Cancer-specific Genes

We investigated whether there were any common genes between two sets or among the
three sets of key genes derived from three cancers, shown by the Venn diagram in Fig.
S4. It shows that there is no common gene between the three gene sets. However, a
few genes are common between each pair of gene sets: 5 between BRCA and LUAD, 3
between KIRC and BRCA, and 3 between KIRC and LUAD. Since the size of each set
is 100 and there are only a few genes common between two sets and none between the
three sets, thus, the key gene sets are cancer-specific.

3.3 All Genes vs. Key Genes in ITH Scoring: Whole Cancer Cohorts

We compared the ITH scores calculated for BRCA, KIRC, and LUAD cohorts using two
different sets of genes: (i) DEPTH2 score calculated using all genes and (ii) DEPTH2
score calculated using only the key genes selected by the multi-run CAE system (our
work). Survival analysis is used to compare the two ITH scores. Figure 2 presents the
results of survival analyses, Kaplan Meier plots, for cancer cohort - BRCA based on
ITH scores derived from all genes (Fig. 2a) and key genes (Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 2. Survival analysis of BRCA cohort. KaplanMeier plots based onDEPTH2 score calculated
using all genes (a) and key genes (b).

It is evident from Kaplan Meier plots that high DEPTH2 scores are related to poor
prognosis, and low DEPTH2 scores have a higher chance of survival.

Survival analysis of BRCA showed a P-value of 0.1383 (not significant) and Hazard
Ratio (HR) of 1.36 using all genes (Fig. 2a), while key genes produced a significant
result with a P-value of 0.0291 and HR of 1.55 (Fig. 2b). The latter case is prognostically
significant (P-value ≤ 0.05) compared to the former, thus validating our claim.

Similarly, better results were found using key genes than all genes both in LUAD
(P-value: 0.0019 vs. 0.109; HR: 1.79 vs. 1.34) and KIRC (P-value: 5.18e−07 vs. 0.0018,
HR: 2.67 vs. 1.78), as shown in Fig. S5a–b and S5c–d.

Our investigation showed that 100 key genes produced better results than all genes
(~20,000) in three types of cancers. Thus, we do not need all genes to evaluate the ITH
scores.

3.4 All Genes vs. Key Genes in ITH Scoring: LUAD Subtypes

In this section, we show the comparison of ITH scores (DEPTH2) for LUAD subtypes
calculated using all genes versus key genes. Of 435 LUAD patients, 55, 34, and 54 are
labeled as Terminal Respiratory Unit (TRU), Proximal Proliferation (PP), and Proximal
Inflammation (PI), respectively. The remaining patients did not have any subtype-based
labels. This molecular subtyping was done in [25]. It is evident from survival analysis
that the TRU subtype is prognostically favorable and has a higher chance of survival
than the PI and PP subtypes combined (Fig. S6).

Figure 3 shows the ITH score distribution for three subtypes, using all genes and
key genes. Min-max normalization on DEPTH2 scores was performed to bring the
distribution to the same scale. It is seen that the subtype TRU has comparatively lower
values in ITH score than other subtypes, which supports the higher chance of survival for
the TRU subtype than PI and PP combined (Fig. S6). It is also clear that the distribution
of ITH scores for three subtypes remained the same for all genes and key genes.

We performed correlation analysis to compare the distribution of theDEPTH2 scores
using all genes and key genes, and the results are shown in Table S2. It is observed that
there is a relatively high correlation between DEPTH2 scores of each subtype of LUAD
cancer using all and key genes. It is clear from the P-values (ns: not significant) in
Fig. 3 that the two scores for each subtype derived using all genes and key genes are
not significantly different. Both all genes and key genes produced the same level of
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Fig. 3. Comparison of ITHscores of threemolecular subtypes ofLUADusing all genes (labeled as
‘all’) and key genes (labeled as ‘key’). Distribution of Min-max normalized ITH score (DEPTH2)
in three molecular subtypes of LUAD in violin plots. The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test between
two distributions was performed, and stars marked the p-value significance. P-value annotation
legend: ns (not significant): 0.05 < p ≤ 1, *: 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05, **: 0.001 < p ≤ 0.01, ***: 0.0001
< p ≤ 0.001, ****: p ≤ 0.0001

difference in ITH between two subtypes. For example, PP and TRU (****), TRU and
PI (*), and PP and PI (***).

Based on these observations, we do not need ~20,000 genes to calculate the ITH
score; only 100 key genes will suffice.

3.5 Survival Analysis of Key Genes

Survival analysis was performed on each key gene from their respective cancer cohort
to identify whether they possess prognostic capabilities. Figure S5 shows the forest plot
of the prognostically significant genes and the summary of survival analyses in terms of
Logrank P-value and Hazard Ratio with a 95% confidence interval. The thresholds for
prognostically significant genes are Logrank P-value ≤ 0.05 and Hazard Ratio, HR �= 1.
Of 100 key genes for BRCA, 15 were prognostically significant, as shown in the forest
plot in Fig. S7. Similarly, for KIRC and LUAD, 30 and 61 genes were prognostically
significant. The list of genes with prognostically significant genes marked as bold is
given in Table S3.

4 Conclusion and Future Direction

This study proposes that a subset of key genes instead of all genes (~20,000) is adequate
for evaluating the ITH scores of individual tumors. To test this hypothesis, a computa-
tional frameworkwas developed using amulti-run concrete autoencoder to select the key
genes from gene expression profile data. Results showed that using only the selected 100
key genes instead of all ~20,000 genes produced better survival and prognostic outcomes
for three cancers (BRCA, KIRC, and LUAD). Our investigation showed that key genes
produce the same levels of ITH at the cancer subtype levels. We also showed that many
of these key genes are prognostically significant, which can be investigated further as
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possible therapeutic targets. This study concludes that a subset of key genes is sufficient
to quantify the ITH at the transcriptome level.

However, this study has its limitations. The intratumor heterogeneity (ITH) is deter-
mined by genetic and epigenetic variation within an individual’s tumor. The transcrip-
tome reflects both types of heterogeneity, meaning that a unique set of genes may dictate
ITH for each patient. However, our study used the same key genes to assess ITH across
all patients for a specific type of tumor, which presents a limitation. The selection of 10
runs in multi-run CAE was arbitrary and may not be optimal for identifying a stable set
of features for BRCA, KIRC, and LUAD cohorts. Despite these limitations, the study
demonstrated that a short list of key genes is effective in assessing ITH levels. In future
research, wewill extend this study to determine the ideal number of runs needed to select
a reliable feature set across different cohorts using multi-run CAE. Additionally, we aim
to create an approach that identifies patient-specific key genes for evaluating ITH.
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Abstract: Accurate cancer subtype prediction is crucial for personalized medicine. Integrating multi-
omics data represents a viable approach to comprehending the intricate pathophysiology of complex
diseases like cancer. Conventional machine learning techniques are not ideal for analyzing the
complex interrelationships among different categories of omics data. Numerous models have been
suggested using graph-based learning to uncover veiled representations and network formations
unique to distinct types of omics data to heighten predictions regarding cancers and characterize
patients’ profiles, amongst other applications aimed at improving disease management in medical
research. The existing graph-based state-of-the-art multi-omics integration approaches for cancer
subtype prediction, MOGONET, and SUPREME, use a graph convolutional network (GCN), which
fails to consider the level of importance of neighboring nodes on a particular node. To address this
gap, we hypothesize that paying attention to each neighbor or providing appropriate weights to
neighbors based on their importance might improve the cancer subtype prediction. The natural
choice to determine the importance of each neighbor of a node in a graph is to explore the graph
attention network (GAT). Here, we propose MOGAT, a novel multi-omics integration approach,
leveraging GAT models that incorporate graph-based learning with an attention mechanism. MOGAT
utilizes a multi-head attention mechanism to extract appropriate information for a specific sample
by assigning unique attention coefficients to neighboring samples. Based on our knowledge, our
group is the first to explore GAT in multi-omics integration for cancer subtype prediction. To evaluate
the performance of MOGAT in predicting cancer subtypes, we explored two sets of breast cancer
data from TCGA and METABRIC. Our proposed approach, MOGAT, outperforms MOGONET
by 32% to 46% and SUPREME by 2% to 16% in cancer subtype prediction in different scenarios,
supporting our hypothesis. Our results also showed that GAT embeddings provide a better prognosis
in differentiating the high-risk group from the low-risk group than raw features.

Keywords: cancer subtype prediction; graph neural network; graph attention network; multi-omics
integration

1. Introduction

Integrating multi-omics data is crucial for gaining a comprehensive understanding
of complex diseases like Alzheimer’s [1], Parkinson’s [2,3], and cancer [4]. However, it is
a difficult task that requires advanced computational methods. New analytical tools and
methods are needed to effectively extract biologically relevant information from multi-
omics data and integrate it into a comprehensive understanding of the disease. Despite the
challenges of the high dimensionality and complexity of data, the integration of multi-omics
data holds great potential for understanding the biology of cancer.

Graph-based learning models are used in many proposed models to get hidden rep-
resentations and graph structures from different omics data. This helps us learn more
about Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, cancer prediction, patient categorization, and other topics.
Wang et al. [1] used multi-omics integration for Alzheimer’s disease patient classification.
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Researchers also used multi-omics integration to find molecular biomarkers [3] and disease
classification [2] for Parkinson’s disease. Much multi-omics research has been conducted to
predict cancer subtypes and patient categorization. Li et al. [5] utilized a graph convolu-
tional network (GCN) [6] to classify 28 different cancer types from pan-cancer data using
gene expression and copy number alteration as features and three knowledge networks as
the input graphs, including gene–gene interaction (GGI) networks, protein–protein interac-
tion (PPI) networks, and gene co-expression networks. Zhou et al. [7] used gene expression,
DNA methylation, and miRNA expression as features for multi-omics analysis. They used
anchors to derive sample similarity networks and a graph convolutional autoencoder for
clustering cancer samples to identify novel subtypes for breast, brain, colon, and kidney
cancer. Guo et al. [8] used GCN by taking the PPI network as a graph and gene expression,
copy number alterations, and DNA methylation as features. Finally, they applied atten-
tion on top of embeddings generated by GCN to classify breast cancer subtypes. Li et al.
proposed the MoGCN [9], which uses an autoencoder for feature extraction and similarity
network fusion to construct the patient similarity network. It applies GCN to classify
breast cancer subtypes and pan-kidney cancer type classification using gene expression,
copy number alterations, and phase protein array data as input. M-GCN [10] is another
multi-omics framework based on GCN to classify breast and stomach cancer subtypes.
They use the Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion-based least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator (HSIC LASSO) to select the molecular subtype-related transcriptomic
features and then use those features to construct a patient similarity graph applying Pear-
son’s correlation. It takes gene expression, single nucleotide variation, and copy number
alterations as input for multi-omics data. MOGONET [1] inputs gene expression, DNA
methylation, and miRNA. Unlike other methods, it uses GCN to learn omics-specific em-
beddings and uses network and node features for particular omics data. Then, it combines
the embeddings using a view correlation discovery network (VCDN) to classify cancer
subtypes for breast, brain, and pan-kidney cancer. The SUPREME [11] method utilizes GCN
for analyzing breast cancer subtypes. It integrates seven types of data—gene expression,
miRNA expression, DNA methylation, single nucleotide variation, copy number alteration,
co-expression module eigengenes, and clinical data—for constructing the network and
determining node features. Additionally, it combines GCN embeddings with node features
and employs a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) as a classifier.

In summary, the existing GNN-based multi-omics integration approaches to predict
cancer subtypes apply GCN to extract salient features from different omics data. However,
GCN-based frameworks cannot determine the relative significance of neighboring samples
regarding downstream analyses, including cancer subtype prediction, patient stratification,
etc. It is also noticeable that none of the existing studies considered long non-coding RNA
(lncRNA) expression data in multi-omics integration. However, lncRNAs play important
regulatory roles in various cellular processes, including gene expression and epigenetic
regulation [12–15].

This research presents MOGAT, illustrated in Figure 1, a novel multi-omics integration-
based cancer subtype prediction leveraging a graph attention network (GAT) [16] model
that incorporates graph-based learning with an attention mechanism for analyzing multi-
omics data. The proposed MOGAT utilizes a multi-head attention mechanism that can
extract information for a specific patient more efficiently by assigning unique attention
coefficients to its neighboring patients, i.e., obtaining the relative influence of neighboring
patients in the patient similarity graph. We also include lncRNA expression in the multi-
omics integration process. Altogether, eight different data types are integrated, including
mRNA expression, miRNA expression, lncRNA expression, DNA methylation, single nu-
cleotide variation, copy number alteration, co-expression module eigengenes, and clinical
data. Based on our knowledge, only one other multi-omics integration framework utilizes
GAT to identify cancer driver genes but not for cancer subtype prediction [17].
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Figure 1. Illustration of the MOGAT framework. The MOGAT framework processes patient similarity
networks constructed from eight datatypes, including CLI (clinical), CNA (copy number alteration),
COE (co-expression), EXP (mRNA expression), LNC (lncRNA expression), MET (DNA methylation),
MIR (miRNA expression), and MUT (simple nucleotide variation). Nodes in each patient similarity
network are annotated with features from eight data types. By applying GAT to each patient
similarity network, the framework generates embeddings. These embeddings are then used for
subtype prediction, visualization, and survival analysis.

The salient features of this study are enumerated below.

• Our group is the first to explore graph attention network-based multi-omics integration
for cancer subtype prediction.

• The proposed approach, MOGAT, provides better embeddings than MOGONET and
SUPREME for multi-omics integration, which results in improved accuracy for cancer
subtype prediction.

• MOGAT embeddings provide a better prognosis in differentiating the high-risk group
from the low-risk group, which will help the physician devise an appropriate treatment
strategy for an individual patient depending on the location of the patient on the
prognostic curve.

• Our group is the first to incorporate lncRNA expression in multi-omics integration
studies.

• We provided detailed information so that the results can be reproduced, such as (a)
handling duplicate samples coming from the same patient and (b) providing the
number of features in each step of preprocessing, from raw features to cleaned features
to selected features.

• The interactions between different omics types are considered during the node feature
engineering by concatenating features from different omics types.

2. Results
2.1. Comparison of Performance

To assess the performance of the proposed MOGAT framework, we compared it
with two state-of-the-art frameworks that integrate multi-omics data for cancer subtype
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prediction, namely, MOGONET and SUPREME. The macro-F1 score is used to compare
the performance, as illustrated in Table 1 with average (avg) and standard deviation (SD),
as well as in Figure 2 with violin plots for different combinations of omics data. Three
omics data were used to show the performance comparison of MOGAT with MOGONET
and SUPREME: gene expression, DNA methylation, and miRNA expression, as they were
originally used in MOGONET. For the same three omics data, the test macro-F1 scores on
seven (23 − 1) combinations of three omics data were calculated and plotted in Figure 2a.
For 3-omics analysis, we observed that (Table 1) MOGAT has higher macro-F1 scores with an
average of 0.804 compared to 0.550 and 0.732 for MOGONET and SUPREME, respectively.

Table 1. Macro-F1 score to compare MOGAT with state-of-the-art multi-omics integration frameworks,
MOGONET and SUPREME. The first two rows correspond to TCGA-BRCA with three omics (as
shown in Figure 2a) and eight omics (as shown in Figure 2b) data. The last row corresponds to
METABRIC with six omics data (as shown in Figure 2c). For each scenario, the average with standard
deviation is listed. The last column shows the percentage improvement of the proposed MOGAT
over MOGONET and SUPREME.

Data Model Avg ± SD Improvement

TCGA: 3 omics
MOGAT 0.804 ± 0. 017 ---

SUPREME 0.732 ± 0.019 10%
MOGONET 0.550 ± 0.145 46%

TCGA: 8 omics
MOGAT 0.797 ± 0.019 ---

SUPREME 0.686 ± 0.062 16%

METABRIC: 6 omics
MOGAT 0.745 ± 0.012 ---

SUPREME 0.733 ± 0.008 2%
MOGONET 0.566 ± 0.056 32%
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Figure 2. Macro-F1 score to compare MOGAT with state-of-the-art multi-omics integration frame-
works, MOGONET and SUPREME. (a,b) with TCGA-BRCA data and (c) with METABRIC data.
Comparison between (a) MOGONET, SUPREME, and MOGAT using seven (23 − 1) combinations
of three omics data (EXP, MET, MIR); (b) SUPREME and MOGAT using 255 (28 − 1) combinations
of eight omics data; (c) MOGONET, SUPREME, and MOGAT using 63 (26 − 1) combinations of six
omics data. A pairwise statistical comparison was performed using the Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon test
with a two-sided Bonferroni correction. The p-value annotations are—****: p ≤ 0.0001.

However, for all the omics data, a comparison between SUPREME and MOGAT was
performed, as we found that MOGONET is incompatible with eight datatypes. The macro-
F1 scores of 255 (28 − 1) different combinations of eight datatypes are calculated (Table 1)
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and plotted using violin plots in Figure 2b. MOGAT outperforms with an average score of
0.797 compared to 0.686 for SUPREME.

For the METABRIC cohort, macro-F1 scores of 63 (26 − 1) combinations of six datatypes
were calculated (Figure 2c). We observed that MOGAT has higher macro-F1 scores with an
average of 0.745 compared to 0.566 and 0.732 for MOGONET and SUPREME, respectively.
Overall, our proposed approach, MOGAT, outperforms MOGONET by 32% to 46% and
SUPREME by 2% to 16% in cancer subtype prediction in different combinations of multi-
omics data, supporting our hypothesis.

Omics-Specific Contribution in Prediction

We also investigated the contribution of each omics data type in cancer subtype
prediction, and the results are shown in Table 2. Eight combinations were considered for
eight different datatypes, where each combination constitutes all datatypes except the one
whose contribution will be investigated. The last row shows the performance of MOGAT
using all data types. The performance was estimated in terms of accuracy, weighted-F1
score, and macro-F1 score. The performance metrics were calculated from ten runs, and
their mean and standard deviations are reported in Table 2. We observed that MOGAT
performs better using all types of data than the other eight combinations where one data
type is absent, which means that each data type contributes toward subtype prediction.
It is noticeable that the performance without data type EXP (i.e., mRNA expression) is
the lowest compared to the performance using all data types, with accuracy 0.837 vs.
0.861, weighted-F1 score 0.831 vs. 0.861, and macro-F1 score 0.766 vs. 0.826. This means
that mRNA expression contributes the most toward subtype prediction. On the other
hand, the data type MIR (i.e., miRNA expression) has the lowest contribution towards
subtype prediction.

Table 2. Contribution of individual omics datatype. Performance of MOGAT with different combina-
tions of datatypes in terms of accuracy, weighted-F1, and macro-F1 for TCGA-BRCA and METABRIC.
The last row contains the result of integrating/embedding all data types. Each of the other rows
contains embeddings from every datatype except the one noted in the first column.

TCGA-BRCA METABRIC

Used
Embeddings Accuracy Weighted F1 Macro F1 Accuracy Weighted F1 Macro F1

All except CLI 0.842 ± 0.023 0.840 ± 0.026 0.790 ± 0.038 0.754 ± 0.02 0.755 ± 0.02 0.736 ± 0.02

All except CNA 0.837 ± 0.03 0.832 ± 0.041 0.775 ± 0.088 0.784 ± 0.012 0.782 ± 0.013 0.753 ± 0.016

All except COE 0.856 ± 0.02 0.853 ± 0.024 0.792 ± 0.044 0.790 ± 0.008 0.788 ± 0.008 0.759 ± 0.009

All except EXP 0.837 ± 0.012 0.831 ± 0.016 0.766 ± 0.041 0.775 ± 0.012 0.772 ± 0.012 0.748 ± 0.014

All except LNC 0.848 ± 0.023 0.849 ± 0.025 0.792 ± 0.043 N/A N/A N/A

All except MET 0.850 ± 0.013 0.847 ± 0.016 0.802 ± 0.056 0.782 ± 0.012 0.779 ± 0.012 0.75 ± 0.013

All except MIR 0.859 ± 0.013 0.856 ± 0.01 0.814 ± 0.029 N/A N/A N/A

All except MUT 0.848 ± 0.01 0.848 ± 0.018 0.798 ± 0.024 0.778 ± 0.024 0.776 ± 0.025 0.751 ± 0.027

All Datatypes 0.861 ± 0.024 0.861 ± 0.03 0.826 ± 0.069 0.791 ± 0.009 0.790 ± 0.01 0.762 ± 0.013

Red: lowest performance among All except single omics; Purple: highest performance among All except single
omics; Bold: all omics provide best performance.

For METABRIC, it was also observed that all datatypes produce the highest per-
formance compared to other combinations of datatypes where only one type of data is
excluded. Unlike TCGA, the combination without datatype CLI (clinical) has the lowest
compared to performance using all datatypes, with accuracy 0.754 vs. 0.791, weighted-F1
0.755 vs. 0.790, and macro-F1 0.736 vs. 0.762, meaning it has the highest contribution
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towards prediction. On the other hand, COE has the lowest contribution towards sub-
type prediction.

2.2. Visualization

To investigate whether the embeddings can capture the underlying insights of the data,
we used principal component analysis (PCA) [18] and tSNE [19], which are dimensionality
reduction techniques commonly used to reduce the high-dimensional data to a lower
dimensional space to visualize the data. Figure 3 shows the PCA and tSNE plots for the
learned GAT embeddings, with their counterpart raw feature matrix for TCGA-BRCA and
METABIRC. We observed that for both cohorts, the embeddings learned the underlying
structure of the data. The PCA and tSNE plots of GAT embeddings make it easier to tell
the difference between groups of points that represent different types of breast cancer than
the raw feature matrix plots that were used to train the GATs.
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2.3. Survival Analysis to Evaluate GAT Embeddings

Survival analysis was performed for TCGA-BRCA and METABRIC using raw features
and GAT embeddings separately, following the methods described in Section 4.14, to
evaluate the performance of our framework, MOGAT. The high-risk group contains patients
with a risk score higher than the median, and the low-risk group has a score less than or
equal to the median. The Kaplan-Meier curves using raw features and GAT embeddings
are shown in Figure 4. It is observed that, in both cases, the difference in survival between
high-risk and low-risk groups is significant. However, GAT embeddings can distinguish
the high-risk and low-risk groups with higher significance than the raw features, as denoted
by the log-rank p-value (2.10 × 10−30 vs. 7.85 × 10−3 for TCGA-BRCA and 2.03 × 10−27 vs.
2.46 × 10−16 for METABRIC).
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3. Discussion

The hypothesis of the present study was that the attention-based graph neural network
would provide better embeddings compared to the graph convolutional neural network
(GCN). Our proposed MOGAT model for integrating multi-omics data based on graph
attention network (GAT) provides better embeddings and performs better than the GCN-
based approaches, such as MOGONET and SUPREME. MOGAT outperforms MOGONET
by 32% to 46% and SUPREME by 2% to 16% in cancer subtype prediction in different
combinations of multi-omics data, thus supporting our hypothesis.

The rationale for proposing GAT in multi-omics integration is that it has the built-in
advantage of employing attention mechanisms to weigh neighbors’ contributions, allowing
each node to adaptively focus on its most informative neighbors during message passing.
This can lead to better model generalization. In our study, nodes are patients. For example,
if a node represents a patient with the basal subtype of breast cancer and has five neighbors,
of which two are the basal subtype, it would be realistic to assign more attention to
neighbors with the basal subtype than other subtypes. On the other hand, attention
mechanisms introduce additional computational overhead. For large-scale graphs, this can
make training and inference slower compared to simpler aggregation methods.

The GAT is a specific type of graph neural network (GNN) that utilizes attention mech-
anisms to dynamically weigh the importance of neighboring nodes during message passing.
This means that GNN represents a broad family of neural network architectures designed
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for graph-structured data. This family includes various architectures and mechanisms, such
as graph convolutional networks (GCNs), spectral-based GNNs, message-passing neural
networks (MPNNs), and, of course, GATs, among others. Different GNN models have
different mechanisms for aggregating information from neighbors. For instance, GCNs use
a fixed weight averaging scheme, while MPNNs can employ more general message and
update functions.

In the present study, we included eight types of data, including mutations, copy num-
ber alterations, mRNA expression, lncRNA expression, miRNA expression, co-expression
eigengenes, DNA methylation, and clinical data. Note that we did not include protein
expression for analysis. The reason is that it might reflect the same information as mRNA
expression since mRNAs are translated into amino acids to form proteins. As a result,
both mRNA expression and protein expression might generate similar patient similarity
networks. There is already a concern that analysis by integrating seven omics might be an
overkill. Adding protein expression could bemore overkill. Whether analysis using too
many omics is an overkill deserves further investigation, which will be addressed in our
future work.

The study presented in this work has some limitations that need to be addressed in
future work. It was restricted to using only the TCGA-BRCA and METABRIC cohorts to
predict its five different cancer subtypes. To check the efficacy of the proposed methodology,
we will consider subtypes of other cancers in a pan-cancer analysis as well as other diseases,
such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s.

The current study also presents opportunities for future research. The framework
used in this study utilized a patient similarity network as the input graph, with each node
representing a patient. However, it is possible to reorganize the framework so that each
node represents a gene, making the task of the graph neural network a graph classification
instead of a node classification. While some existing methods follow this approach [5,8], it
limits the number of omics data that can be incorporated as node features. For instance,
when using genes as nodes, gene expression, somatic mutation, copy number variation,
and DNA methylation can be incorporated, but not lncRNAs, miRNAs, and co-expression
eigengenes due to the absence of a one-to-one association with genes. To address this,
separate graph attention networks with different network and node features are required
to incorporate these additional omics data.

Our framework is based on supervised machine learning, where the number of sub-
types must be known beforehand. An unsupervised machine learning-based framework
would allow for scenarios where the number of subtypes is not known. We envisage the
integration of MOGAT with clustering or other unsupervised learning methods to tackle
such scenarios.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Dataset Preparation and Preprocessing: TCGA

To develop and investigate the MOGAT approach, we downloaded omics and clinical
data for breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA) from the GDC portal (https://portal.gdc.cancer.
gov, accessed on 16 December 2022) of The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). The RNAseq
gene (mRNA, miRNA, and lncRNA) expression, DNA methylation, copy number variation,
simple nucleotide variation, and clinical data were collected for this cohort. Table 3 sum-
marizes the processed omics data with the number of features in different preprocessing
steps. The preparation and preprocessing of different types of data are outlined in Figure 5.
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Table 3. The summary of each datatype for the TCGA-BRCA cohort. Row 1 (Original Features):
number of original features, Row 2 (Cleaned Features): number of features after cleaning by filtering,
Row 3 (Selected Features): number of features after applying the Boruta feature selection approach,
Row 4 (All Tumor Samples): Number of tumor samples, including duplicates, Row 5 (Unique Tumor
Samples): number of tumor samples after removing duplicates, Row 6 (Common Samples): subtype
distribution of the tumor samples common across all datatypes, and Row 7 (Network): number of
nodes and edges for the patient similarity network for each datatype.

Datatype CLI CNA COE EXP LNC MET MIR MUT

Original Features 31 28,918 40 19,962 16,901 25,978 1881 16,662
Cleaned Features 31 28,918 40 5343 3398 25,978 306 16,662
Selected Features 31 500 40 1000 500 1000 306 200

All Tumor Samples 1089 1106 1212 1212 1212 1107 1069 992
Unique Tumor Samples 1089 1096 1076 1076 1076 1097 1057 969

Common Samples
920 Samples; Basal: 158 (17.24%) HER2: 73 (8.02%)

LumA: 467 (50.65%) LumB: 188 (20.39%)
NL: 34 (3.68%)

Network (Nodes, Edges) (920,
2398)

(920,
2346)

(920,
2122)

(920,
2391)

(920,
2218)

(920,
2675)

(920,
2108)

(920,
2752)

Note: CLI: clinical, CNA: copy number alteration, COE: co-expression, EXP: gene expression, LNC: lncRNA
expression, MET: DNA methylation, MIR: miRNA expression, MUT: simple nucleotide mutation. LumA: Luminal
A, LumB: Luminal B, NL: Normal-like. Blue: Number of features after cleaning; Red: Number of features after
feature selection using Boruta.
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4.1.1. Features Based on Clinical Data (CLI Features)

The clinical data consists of age, race, neoplasmic cancer status, tumor stage, menopause
status, estrogen receptor status, progesterone receptor status, and HER2 receptor status. The
variables were one-hot encoded except for age. Finally, the number of features remained at
31, as shown in Table S1 in Supplementary Material S1.

4.1.2. Features Based on Copy Number Alterations (CNA Features)

Supplementary Material S2 provides the details of processing CNA features from copy
number segment mean to a gene-centric matrix with an example. Copy number alteration
(CNA) data came as TSV files (Figure S1 in Supplementary Material S2), each for one
sample. Each row of the TSV file corresponds to a genomic coordinate for which the copy
number alterations were observed, and the corresponding segment mean value is defined
as: log2(CopyNumber/2). These files were combined into a single TSV file for all patients
containing 1,268,167 rows. Then, CNTools [20] was used to obtain gene-centric values from
the segmented copy number variation data, as explained in Figure S2, Tables S1 and S2 in
Supplementary Material S2, and the number of genes was 28,918.
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4.1.3. Features Based on Gene Co-Expression (COE Features)

For generating a gene co-expression network, WGCNA [21] was used. The optimal
soft-threshold power β was selected by evaluating its effect on the scale-free topology
model fit R2. From the beta values from 1 to 30, 4 was the lowest while maintaining the
high R2 values (threshold 0.90) (Supplementary Material S3, Figure S1). The adjacency
matrix was first transformed into a topological overlap matrix (TOM) -based similarity
matrix for module detection. Then, it was converted into a TOM-based dissimilarity matrix
by subtracting from unity (1). This matrix was used as a distance metric to perform the
average linkage hierarchical clustering algorithm, which outputs a dendrogram. Then,
the dynamic tree cut [22] method was performed for branch cutting to generate network
modules. This process identified 40 modules. Supplementary Material S3, Table S1, shows
the number of genes for each of the 40 modules identified by WGCNA. The values of
eigengenes for each patient are provided in Supplementary Material S4.

4.1.4. Features Based on mRNA Expression (EXP Features)

RNAseq expression data contain the expression of 60,660 genes (including mRNAs,
miRNAs, and lncRNAs), from which expression values of 19,962 mRNAs were isolated.
The expression values were in FPKM (fragments per kilobase of transcript per million
mapped reads). We employed three different approaches in sequence to reduce the original
high-dimensional feature space to a meaningful low-dimensional space. First, some of the
original features have very small values, such as FPKM ≤ 1 for many samples, which do
not carry signals for analysis. The mRNAs are filtered out if their expression values do not
meet the threshold of FPKM ≥ 1 in ≥15% of samples (as used in [11]), which resulted in
13,503 mRNAs. Second, these mRNAs were used to perform differential gene expression
analysis using DESeq2 [23]. After using the criteria of an adjusted p-value ≤ 0.01, the
number of remaining mRNAs was 5343, which we referred to as cleaned features, Table 3.
Third, a well-known random forest-based feature selection package, BORUTA [24], was
used to identify 1000 significant mRNAs. The first 3 rows of Table 3 summarize the feature
selection results.

4.1.5. Features Based on lncRNA Expression (LNC Features)

Applying the similar preprocessing and feature selection approaches used for mRNA,
we selected 500 significant lncRNAs and corresponding expression values from the original
dataset of 60,660 gene expressions.

4.1.6. Features Based on miRNA Expression (MIR Features)

The miRNA expression data were in reads per million (RPM) units. The miRNAs were
filtered out if their expression values did not meet the threshold of RPM ≥1 in ≥ 30% of
samples, which resulted in 393 miRNAs. Then, differential gene expression analysis using
an adjusted p-value ≤ 0.01 resulted in 306 miRNAs. The BORUTA feature selection was
not used for MIR since the number of features is already low.

4.1.7. Features Based on DNA Methylation (MET Features)

HumanMethylation 27 k (HM27) and HumanMethylation 450 k (HM450) data were
collected for DNA methylation. The samples and probes were 343 and 27,578 for HM27
and 895 and 485,577 for HM450, respectively. After combining both datasets by keeping
the same probes, the samples and probes were 1238 and 25,978, respectively.

4.1.8. Features Based on DNA Mutation (MUT Features)

For simple nucleotide mutation data, there were 992 samples, and each sample con-
tained a different set of genes for which one or more mutations were observed. The sample
mutation data were converted into a vector of genes, where 1 signifies a mutation occurred
and 0 signifies no mutation. The size of this vector is the union of all the genes from all
samples, which is 16,662.
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4.2. Original Features to Cleaned Features

Original features with gene expression values (i.e., EXP, LNC, and MIR features)
have very small values, such as FPKM ≤ 1 or RPM ≤ 1 for many samples, which do
not carry signals for analysis. Those features were filtered out. Then, differential gene
expression analysis was conducted to determine the significant features, which we referred
to as “Cleaned Features”. The numbers in blue in the “Cleaned Features” row in Table 3
represent the cleaned EXP, LNC, and MIR features. The number of features from other data
types remained the same as “Original Features” since they do not require any filtering.

4.3. Cleaned Features to Selected Features

Among the cleaned features in Table 3, copy number alteration (CNA), mRNA expres-
sion (EXP), lncRNA expression (LNC), DNA methylation (MET), and mutation (MUT) are
high-dimensional compared to sample size. Focusing on a subset of significant features can
reduce potential noise and overfitting often associated with high-dimensional data. Thus,
the Boruta package [24], a feature selection method based on the random forest algorithm,
was used for the feature selection process. Without this feature selection, node features
would have very high dimensions (~29 K for CNA, ~5 K for EXP, ~3 K for LNC, ~26 K
for MET, and ~17 K for MUT; in total, ~80 K features for TCGA-BRCA) as opposed to
the sample size (920 patients). This step was not used for co-expression (COE), miRNA
expression (MIR), and one-hot encoded clinical features (CLI), as they did not have many
features like their other counterparts. The numbers in red in the “Selected Features” row of
Table 3 are features selected by Boruta. The other three types of features remained the same
as “Cleaned Features”.

4.4. Dataset Preparation and Preprocessing: METABRIC

The METABRIC (Molecular Taxonomy of Breast Cancer International Consortium) [25]
cohort data were collected from cbiportal.com. The summary of the preparation and
preprocessing of METABRIC data is given in Table 4. The repository contained clinical
(CLI), copy number alterations (CNA), mRNA expression (EXP), DNA methylation (MET),
and somatic mutation (MUT) data. For the clinical dataset, age at diagnosis, menopause
status, estrogen receptor status, progesterone status, HER2 status, and ethnicity were
considered for analysis. The variables were converted into a one-hot vector, except for
age. Finally, the number of features remained at 14. The list of clinical features is given in
Supplementary Material S1, Table S2. The other datasets were already preprocessed into a
gene matrix, unlike the TCGA-BRCA data from the GDC portal.

Table 4. The summary of each datatype for the METABRIC cohort. Row 1 (Original Features): number
of original features, Row 2 (Selected Features): number of features after applying the Boruta feature
selection approach, Row 3 (All Samples): number of samples (no duplicates), Row 4 (Common
Samples): subtype distribution of the tumor samples common across all datatypes, and Row 5
(Network): number of nodes and edges for the patient similarity network for each datatype.

Datatype CLI CNA COE EXP MET MUT

Original Features 14 22,544 49 24,368 13,188 173
Selected Features 14 1003 49 1048 1058 173

All Samples 2508 1905 1905 1418 2509 2174

Common Samples
1372 Samples; Basal: 218 (15.89%); HER2: 181 (13.19%);

LumA: 500 (36.44%); LumB: 335 (24.42%);
Normal-like: 138 (15.89%)

Network (Nodes, Edges) (1372, 5055) (1372, 4853) (1372, 4593) (1372, 5023) (1372, 5329) (1372, 4765)

The co-expression eigengenes (COE) as the features from the gene co-expression
network were generated using WGCNA, following a similar procedure for the TCGA-
BRCA cohort. Supplementary Material S3, Figure S2 shows that 6 was the lowest value
of soft-threshold power β while maintaining the high scale-free topology model fit R2
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value at 0.90. There were 49 co-expression modules, and 49 features (module eigengene,
which is the 1st PCA component using expression of genes in a module) were found.
Supplementary Material S3, Table S2 shows the number of genes in each of the 49 mod-
ules identified by WGCNA. The values of eigengenes for each patient are provided in
Supplementary Material S5.

4.5. Duplicate Data Handling

It was observed that some patients have more than one sample in different omics
datasets for the TCGA-BRCA cohort. For example, a patient with ID: TCGA-A7-A0DB
contains three samples of mRNA expression, miRNA expression, and mutation data. There-
fore, to make sure each patient has one corresponding sample, an extra preprocessing step
was taken. For mRNA expression, miRNA expression, co-expression, DNA methylation,
and copy number alterations data, the multiple samples corresponding to single patients
were replaced with one sample by taking the average value for each feature. Since the
mutation data are in binary (0/1), the Boolean OR operation was performed instead of the
average for the patients with more than one sample.

4.6. Missing Data Handling

In multi-omics integration analysis, data could be missing both across and within
omics [26]. In multi-omics study designs, it is common for individuals to be represented for
some omics layers but not all, which results in across-omics missing data. The same is true
for both datasets used for breast cancer, one from TCGA and the other from METABRIC.
For TCGA breast cancer data, the number of samples for eight omics varies from 969
for mutation to 1097 for DNA methylation (row “Unique Tumor Samples” of Table 3),
and the six omics for METABRIC vary between 1418 for gene expression and 2509 for
DNA methylation (row “All Samples” in Table 4). This means that both datasets have
across-omics missing data. We used the common samples across omics to avoid bias due
to the across-omics missing data, which are 920 and 1372 for the TCGA and METABRIC
datasets, respectively.

The major issue with within-omics missing data is that true zeros (representing the
true gene expression levels, for example) are mingled with dropout zeros (representing
the actual missing data) [27], which is altogether a different topic and beyond the scope of
this study. The multi-omics integration pipelines—MOGONET and SUPREME—we are
comparing did not consider the handling of within-omics missing data.

4.7. Normalizing Feature Values

The selected feature values in categories CNA, EXP, LNC, MIR, and MET are z-score
normalized. The CLI (one-hot encoded), COE features (eigengenes), and MUT features
(binary) do not require normalization.

4.8. Final Set of Patients for Analysis

Our objective is to integrate the most available number of omics data and to investigate
the effects of each data type on a patient’s outcome. However, different omics datasets
contain different numbers of samples. The union of samples would lead to some patients
not having features from all types of omics data; thereby, incorporating them would not
meet the study objective. Thus, we used the intersection of samples from all types of data,
which resulted in 920 and 1372 tumor samples common in all types for the TCGA-BRCA
and METABRIC cohorts, respectively. Therefore, these common tumor samples were used
to create the patient similarity networks (last row in Tables 3 and 4) and the feature matrices.

4.9. Network and Feature Matrix Construction

The input to the graph attention network is a network and the feature matrix for the
nodes in the given network. In this case, the training would be in single mode, where each
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sample corresponds to a node in the network, and the whole network represents a data
type (gene expression, mutation, etc.).

4.9.1. Network Construction

In the present study, a network is a patient similarity network, where a node represents
a patient and an edge represents the similarity between two patients. The similarity matrix
was created for each data type before constructing the corresponding patient similarity
network. The similarity was computed using Pearson’s correlation for mRNA expression,
miRNA expression, lncRNA expression, co-expression features, copy number alterations,
and DNA methylation. The Jaccard similarity was used instead of Pearson’s correlation
network for mutation data, as it is binary. The Gower metric [28] was used to compute
patient similarity using clinical data since it combines categorical and continuous features.
Then, from each similarity matrix, the top 3 similar samples for each sample were selected
as edges to construct the similarity network.

4.9.2. Feature Matrix Construction

Each row of the feature matrix represents the feature vector for a node (here, a patient),
which is the concatenation of all types of features for that patient coming from eight types
(for the TCGA cohort) or six types (for the METABRIC cohort) of data. Note that only the
selected features from each data type are concatenated, which resulted in a feature matrix
of 920 × 3577 and 1372 × 3345 for the TCGA and METABRIC cohorts, respectively.

4.10. Interaction between Omics Data

The interactions between different omics types are considered during node feature
engineering. The patient similarity network was constructed based on omics-specific
data, but the node features contain features from all the omics data for each node or
patient. While individual graph attention networks operate independently, they do so on
an integrated foundation based on node features from all omics data. The post-analysis
concatenation represents an integration of these learned representations, not a simplistic
merger of isolated data types.

4.11. Graph Attention Network

The utilized GAT model is based on the idea of the self-attention mechanism, where
embeddings are created from eight different types of data (Table 3) with the assumption
that samples with similar characteristics (such as gene expression or DNA methylation) are
likely to have similar disease outcomes and are, therefore, related to each other. However,
not all related samples should be given equal importance. Some samples may have a
greater impact on the prediction or clustering of a target sample, which cannot be accurately
determined by similarity metrics. To address this, the GAT model assigns varying levels of
attention to a target sample’s neighboring samples, allowing it to capture the significance
of each one.

For each data type, let n be the number of samples or patients and m be the number
of features (concatenated from different omics types). The input feature matrix is given
by X = [x1, x2, . . . , xn], where x ∈ R1×m represents a sample feature vector. While
generating the embedding of sample xi, the attention given to it from its neighbor xj can be
calculated as:

cij = LeakyReLU
(

aT[Wxi
∣∣∣∣ Wxj

])
(1)

where W ∈ Rp×m and a ∈ R2p×1 are learnable weight parameters, shared across all
samples and p is the embedding size; || symbol denotes the concatenation of two vec-
tors; and LeakyReLU is the non-linear activation function. cij describes the importance
of sample j’s feature to sample i. We then normalize attention coefficients by applying a
SoftMax function:

αij = So f tmax
(
cij
)
=

exp
(
cij
)

∑k∈Ni
exp(cik)

(2)
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where Ni is the set of neighboring nodes of sample i. With the normalized attention
coefficients being the weights, a linear combination of input features is used as the output
representation for each data sample. Formally, we have:

hi = ∑
j∈Ni

αijWxi (3)

where hi is the output representation of sample i.

4.12. Training GAT

For training the GATs, the architecture remained the same for all the datatypes, con-
sisting of two graph attention layers. The hidden layer dimension for each GAT model and
learning rate were selected based on grid search-based hyperparameter tuning. The ranges
of values for hyperparameters are listed in Table 5. For LeakyReLU, the hyperparameter
called negative input slope, α, was used as 0.2 following [16].

Table 5. Hyperparameter Tuning for GAT, MLP, and LASSO. The type of hyperparameter and their
ranges of values used for tuning are provided. Optimized hyperparameter values for GAT and
LASSO are bolded for TCGA-BRCA. For MLP tuning, it has 255 sets of optimized hyperparameter
values, one for each combination of multi-omics data.

Hyperparameters Values

GAT hidden layer dimensions [128, 256, 512, 1024]
GAT Learning Rate [0.01, 0.001, 0.0001]

GAT # of epochs
GAT # of heads

[100, 200, 500]
[1, 2, 4, 8]

MLP learning rate [0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001]

MLP hidden layer architecture [(32), (64), (128), (256), (512), (32, 32), (64, 32),
(128, 32), (256, 32)]

MLP # of epochs [200, 500, 1000, 1500]
LASSO regularizing factor α [0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 1.0]

4.13. Classification

Embeddings generated after training the GATs were concatenated and used as input
for classification. A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) was used to classify breast cancer
subtypes. The architecture, learning rate, and number of epochs for MLP were selected
based on a randomized grid search. The range of values is listed in Table 5.

The classification metrics, including accuracy, weighted-F1 score, and macro-F1 score,
were estimated to evaluate the performance of the MOGAT model.

4.14. Implementation

All experiments were conducted on a Linux machine with 8 NVIDIA A100 GPUs,
each with 40 GB of memory. The software environment was CUDA 11.6 and Driver
Version 520.61.05. We used Python 3.9.13 and Pytorch 1.12.1 to construct our project. Other
packages and their versions are available in the GitHub repository.

4.15. Survival Analysis

Survival analysis was performed using raw features (concatenated selected features
after cleaning and feature selection) and GAT embeddings separately. Table 6 shows the
number of raw features and GAT embeddings at different stages of survival analyses. The
initial numbers of raw features were 3577 and 4335 for TCGA-BRCA and METABRIC,
respectively. The initial numbers of embeddings were 4096 (8 × 512) and 3072 (6 × 512).
For the TCGA-BRCA cohort, LASSO regression with overall survival as output reduced the
number of raw features and embeddings to 276 and 2247, respectively. The regularizing
factor α for LASSO was selected using a Grid SearchCV approach. The list of values for α
used in Grid Search and the optimized value are given in Table 5.
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Table 6. The number of variables (Raw features and GAT embeddings) that remained at each step of
the survival analysis process. Initial number of raw features is the sum of the reduced set of features
from eight or six different data types (Row: “Selected Features” from Tables 3 and 4).

TCGA-BRCA METABRIC

Item Raw Embeddings Raw Embeddings

Initial 3577 4096 4335 3072
After LASSO 276 2247 21 21
After Cox-PH 57 542 8 6

Next, a multivariate Cox proportional hazard (Cox-PH) regression analysis [29] was
conducted using the selected features in the previous step. This technique examines the
influence of multiple variables on the time it takes for a specific event to occur, in this case,
death. In the Cox regression model, the coefficients of predictor variables (raw features
or embeddings) are related to hazard, i.e., risk of death. A positive coefficient indicates
a worse prognosis, and a negative coefficient indicates a protective effect of the variable
with which it is associated. The exponent of its coefficient gives the hazard ratio associated
with a predictor variable, and the p-value shows the significance of the association between
the predictor variable (raw feature or embedding) and the risk of death. The significant
predictor variables, 57 raw features and 542 embeddings, with a p-value < 0.05, were
selected, and their Cox coefficients were used to calculate the risk scores using raw features
and embeddings, respectively.

RiskScore = ∑ Xi ∗ Coe fi (4)

where Xi is the value of i-th predictor (raw feature or embedding) and Coe fi is the corre-
sponding coefficient for the predictor obtained from the Cox regression. This Risk Score
is used to divide the cohort into low-risk and high-risk groups using the median as the
divider. Then, Kaplan–Meier [30] and logrank tests [31] were performed, and hazard ratios
were calculated to see if the two groups were significantly distinguishable.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/ijms25052788/s1.
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